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In this press pack, let yourself be guided by the best of
the Valais summer. Together with information on outdoor
activities, food and wine, culture and many other attractions,
you will also find details of what’s new in Valais and learn
about inspiring people who find inspiration in our region.
Meet Mikaël Magliocco: this winemaker from the “Daniel
Magliocco & fils” winery in Chamoson is proud of his ultralocal approach to winemaking, using organic methods. Some
of his wines have also been certified with the Valais brand
label since 2020. Or meet Margareth Voide, a mountaineer
from Saas-Fee who has achieved the remarkable feat of
climbing all 82 peaks above 4,000 metres in the Alps.
On the innovation side, we would like to introduce you
to Jérôme Jacquod, a hydrogeologist who exports his
expertise relating to dams throughout the world.
The appeal of Valais is notable for its variety: from hiking
and mountain biking to relaxing breaks with friends or
family, from autumn delicacies to culture and ancient
traditions dating back centuries, Valais boasts countless
treasures to suit everyone. This summer, come and discover
them for yourself.
We look forward to seeing you soon in Valais!

Damian Constantin,
Director of
Valais/Wallis Promotion

Contact.
Valais/Wallis Promotion press service
presse@valais.ch/027 327 35 89
facebook.com/valaiswallis
instagram.com/valaiswallis
twitter.com/valaiswallis

How to use this press pack.
This document was designed so that you can find out
more about subjects covered via hyperlinks.
These can be followed in different ways:

Direct link

Direct link
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Valais in 10 figures.

45 summits above
4,000 metres

4,000
animal species

66 restaurants listed
by Gault&Millau
40,000 hectares
of natural parks

1 UNESCO
World Heritage Site

8 restaurants with
Michelin stars
2,000 kilometres
of cycling routes

8,000 kilometres
of hiking trails

8 AOP/IGP products
1,500 kilometres
of mountain bike trails
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10 top summer experiences.

1

Grande Dixence

2

St-Léonard underground lake

3

Great St Bernard Pass
& hospice

© Valentin Flauraud

4

Grimentz

8

Charles Kuonen suspension
footbridge (Randa)

5

Derborence

9

Visperterminen

6

Trient gorges

10 Bisse d’Ayent

© Michael Meusburger

© Photos VerticAlp Emosson – Gaetan Haugeard
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Emosson/VerticAlp
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Top 10 places for hot days.

1

Take a dip in the crystal-clear
waters of a Valais lake.

4

Discover the secrets of the
Valais glaciers.

8

Try new water sports.

2

Relax in the mountains.

5

Explore the underground
labyrinths of Valais.

9

Bliss out in the thermal waters
of an alpine spa.

3

Sleep close to the stars.

6

Cool off in shady forests.

into the depths
10 Descend
of a Valais dam.

7

Put your ski boots back on.

See more details on: valais.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession

Antoine
Debons
17 February 1998
Martigny
Architectural draughtsman and
semi-professional cyclist.
Key info
In 2019, he achieved his first solo
victory at elite level at the GP Ticino.
Favourite place The Sanetsch Pass. This is also the
starting point for various dramatic
hikes – such as to the Prarochet
mountain refuge at the foot of the
Tsanfleuron Glacier. Over the
millennia, this glacier has created
impressive rock formations, visible
from the trails.
More info
valais.ch
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Cycling

Special experiences for visitors.
Leisure cycling.
Easy routes for the general
public

Exploring Valais by bike offers a chance to discover new facets of this extraordinary
region. Cycle at your own speed – either solo or with friends or family – to have
time to really appreciate the landscapes you pass through. Leisure cyclists as well
as newcomers will find a variety of specially selected routes, from Lake Geneva up
to the Rhône Glacier, that promise a gentle ride showcasing the beauty of Valais.

Chemin du Vignoble

Starting in Martigny, cycle up the
Rhône valley along the idyllic Chemin
du Vignoble (“Vineyard Trail”) as far as
Leuk. The three-day package includes
a wine tasting, Valais picnic basket, visit
to the two sites of the Wine Museum
in Sierre and Salgesch – and glorious
views all along the route of the Valais
mountains.

Sports cycling.
Signposted ascents

Thanks to its mountainous topography, Valais offers enthusiasts a wide variety of
climbs that are guaranteed to provide a bracing workout. From the floor of the
Rhône valley, climb up to mountain passes, high vantage points or hydroelectric
dams: choose according to your mood and fitness level. New routes are regularly
being added and signposted – to the delight of all who love exhilarating ascents,
switchback turns and spectacular views.

Iconic mountain pass roads

Sports cyclists who enjoy a bracing climb will love the Valais Cycling Tour, a
740-kilometre route across the region divided into various stages. The itinerary
features several climbs to mountain passes that are popular with road cyclists – such
as the Croix de Cœur, Simplon, Furka and Sanetsch. Some of these are more than
2,000 metres above sea level, promising magnificent views as well as a thrilling ascent.

Legendary Valais passes

Based in Martigny, this four-day break takes you through magnificent natural
landscapes, from the vineyards along the floor of the Rhône valley up to legendary
passes at the foot of iconic peaks – via roads with little or moderate traffic. The climb
up to the Sanetsch Pass provides the overall highlight, showcasing one of the finest
mountain pass rides in the Alps, but other lesser-known passes – such as the Croix
de Cœur, the Col de la Forclaz, the Col des Planches and the Col du Lein – also
make for an unforgettable break.
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Cycling

A perfect break for road
cycling enthusiasts.
Valais lends itself perfectly to exploring by
bike, thanks to more than 2,000 kilometers of signposted cycle routes through an
endless variety of enchanting landscapes.
Our star-shaped multi-day tour promises
a magnificent adventure, incorporating the
region’s finest routes. Every day it will take
you from the vineyards of the Rhône Valley to the region’s iconic passes and fabled
summits – and up to cycling heaven.

Day 1

Drop off your luggage at your hotel in
Martigny 1 before getting on your bike
for a first ride. Warm up on an initial flat
stretch before climbing up to the Croix
de Coeur pass at 2,174 metres above
sea level. Pause to admire the views and
take advantage of the restaurant at the
top of the pass to enjoy refreshments.
Continue your ride towards Verbier. On
reaching Le Châble, you may choose to
extend the route with a round trip to the
Mauvoisin dam 2 . Finally, head back
down to Martigny in the main Rhône
valley. Stock up on delicious local
products before exploring Valais cuisine
at one of the region’s restaurants that
belong to the “Saveurs du Valais”
(“Flavours of Valais”) association.

Day 2

Start the day with a climb up to the
Petite Forclaz 3 : a bracing ascent with
an average gradient of 11%, perfect for
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warming up your leg muscles. Continue
along the road up to the Col de la
Forclaz, enjoying fine views of the Rhône
valley. Use the Strava app to view your
time and measure yourself against
enthusiasts in the Valais-Wallis Club.
Continue beyond the pass with an
exhilarating descent through fragrant
larch forests before climbing again up
to the Emosson dam, which hosted a
stage finish for the Tour de France in
2016. Linger to explore: the dam is also
known for its trio of railways and nearby
fossilised dinosaur footprints.

St-Maurice 5 to admire the medieval
village’s cultural treasures before
quenching your thirst back in Martigny
with a well-deserved beer in a local
brewery.

Day 3

End your stay in style with a climb to a
pair of passes: the Col des Planches and
the nearby Col du Lein 6 . Stop for
refreshments at one of the cafes open
during summer before heading back
down to the Rhône valley via Saxon,
famous for its succulent apricots.
Back in Martigny, set off on a tour to see
highlights such as the Fondation
Gianadda, Barryland (home to the
famous St Bernard dogs), the Morand
distillery and the Fromathèque cheese
centre. If you feel like it, set off on an
additional final loop along the Rhône
valley as far as Sion 7 to admire the
Valère basilica and the Château de
Tourbillon before returning to Martigny
along the banks of the Rhône.

The most dramatic ride of your stay
takes you from the floor of the Rhône
Valley up to the Sanetsch Pass at an
altitude of 2,242 metres, at the foot of
the Tsanfleuron Glacier 4 . Pause to
admire the magnificent landscape and
perhaps take a stroll to marvel at the
beautiful rock formations below the
glacier.
Beyond the pass, a cable car will take
you down the steep mountainside into
the canton of Bern; a short ride uphill
takes you up to the Col du Pillon and
into the canton of Vaud. From here,
descend to the Rhône valley for the
final leg home. Along the way, stop in

Day 4

See the full programme of our
perfect break for road cycling
enthusiasts at: valais.ch
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Cycling

Did you know?

A gravel bike is a sporty bike that is
midway between a road bike and a
cyclo-cross bike. It offers riding on
all kinds of terrain yet with low weight
and good agility.

A competition will be set up on the
Strava app in spring 2021, which will
encourage road cyclists to discover
the many signposted climbs in Valais.

Valais has 20 mountain passes
accessible by road bike. Seven of
these lie more than 2,000 metres
above sea level.

With 8,848 metres of ascent, the Tour
des Stations (“Tour of the resorts”) is
considered the world’s toughest oneday cycle race.

Moosalp will host one of the stage
finishes for the Tour de Suisse 2022.

The Ciclissimo cycle shop in Uvrier
offers “Afterwork rides” on Tuesday
evenings for road cycling enthusiasts.
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Cycling

Events not to be missed.
For participants.
Fugue Chablaisienne
Over a 13-week period, discover the
Fugue in a new and innovative edition.
Take advantage of a safe route to explore
the Chablais region by bike, rollerblade
or scooter.
22 March to 20 June 2021 – Chablais
valais.ch

Cyclosportive des Vins
du Valais
The convivial “Cyclosportive of the
wines of Valais” offers cyclists the chance
to ride through the beautiful vineyards
of Valais in the company of professional
cyclists. The various courses of all levels
start in Sion; afterwards, enjoy the finest
local wines and delicacies.

Haute-Route
Crans-Montana

1 August 2021 – Sion
valais.ch

This three-day ride promises an
impressive overall ascent and high thrills:
expect exhilarating climbs along with
spectacular views of the 4,000-metre
summits of Valais.

Tour des Stations

11–13 June 2021 – Crans-Montana
hauteroute.org

Climb the Giants
An opportunity for cyclists of all levels
to tackle the Moosalp, Croix de Cœur,
Sanetsch and Nufenen passes on a safe
route closed to traffic.

Five routes of varying distances and
levels of difficulty feature in the latest
edition of the “Tour of the Resorts”. This
exceptional challenge offers the chance
to climb the equivalent of Mt Everest
in a single day with its Ultrafondo race.
7 August 2021 – Le Châble
valais.ch

Chasing Cancellara
This Ultrafondo-style cycling race
offers enthusiasts the opportunity to
measure themselves against the Swiss
double Olympic gold medallist Fabian
Cancellara. The course leads from
Zurich to Zermatt, a distance of 280
kilometres with 6,500 metres of ascent.
27 August 2021 – Zermatt
chasingcancellara.com

Gravel Epic Switzerland
Created to showcase the outstanding
terrain in the Champex region, the
Gravel Epic Switzerland is not a
competition against the clock but a
convivial outing mainly along gravel
tracks.
25–26 september 2021
– Champex-Lac
gravelepic.com

Nova Eroica Switzerland
Originating in Italy, the concept of
the Eroica race invites cyclists to ride
along gravel roads using vintage bikes,
accessories and clothing. An event on
which five different routes give runners
a chance to discover the Valais.

6, 11 and 19 June 2021 – Moosalp,
Sanetsch, Croix de Cœur
12 September – Nufenen
valais.ch

25–26 september 2021 – Sion
novaeroicaswitzerland.com

For spectators.
Tour de Romandie 2021

Tour de Suisse 2021

Valais is hosting several stages of the
Tour de Romandie in 2021. Highlights
include the Petite Forclaz ascent and the
finish of the crowning mountain stage in
Thyon 2000.

Upper Valais will be a host region for the
Tour de Suisse in 2021. After a mountain
finish in Leukerbad and a start in Fiesch,
the race will end with an alpine circuit
including ascents of the iconic Furka,
Grimsel and Susten passes.

27 April to 2 May 2021
– various locations
tourderomandie.ch

6–13 June 2021 – Leukerbad/Fiesch
tourdesuisse.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession

Sylvain
Häderli
21 July 1989
Geneva
Environmental engineer in charge of
mountain bike/enduro development
in Verbier.
Key info
Having qualified as a Swiss Cycling
guide in 2016, he teaches mountain
bike skills to young enthusiasts. Valais
has become his adopted home.
Favourite place The Val de Bagnes for its variety of
bike facilities in a spectacular alpine
setting. From the pump track and
bikepark to a wide range of enduro/
cross-country/e-bike routes, there is
plenty to suit all tastes.
More info
valais.ch
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Mountain biking

Special experiences for visitors.
Best e-bike deals in Valais

E-bike enthusiasts will find a wide range of packages, offers and deals in Valais.
Combine exercise and gastronomy, for example, on a “rando gourmande” in Verbier,
or join a ride that takes in leading wineries, stopping to taste their fine wines. Discover
the best singletrack trails in Upper Valais, ride through sunny vineyards, or follow
an expert guide to explore landscapes of enchanting beauty: the choice is growing
all the time.

Recharging stations

During the course of a long ride through the wild landscapes of Valais, take time to
stop for a coffee, a refreshing beer or a leisurely meal to recharge your batteries –
and also your bike’s battery! Remember to take your charger with you to be able to
use one of the e-bike recharging stations located along the various routes.

New mountain bike routes

Every year, new routes invite you to experience the region’s finest spots in a fresh way.
From summer 2021, for example, you can tackle the Nesselloop or the Häxutrail in
the Belalp region, the Mattmark Bike route in the Saas valley, or the thrilling Valais
Bike trail, a new all-mountain regional itinerary that leads in several stages through
Upper Valais. The Leuk region will also offer seven new routes as part of its Leuker
Sonnenberge project.

Travelling with your
mountain bike on public
transport

Take your mountain bike with you on public transport in Valais to reach the region’s
top destinations, making use of more than 100 cable cars, gondolas, funiculars and
chairlifts, along with many train lines and bus routes. Book a place on buses for your
bike using the online Resabike platform, take advantage of the guest cards offered by
various resorts, make use of the summer Magic Pass – or buy one-day travelpasses
from the Swiss Federal Railways.

Mountain bike guides/
schools

Whether you’re a beginner or a veteran mountain biker, travelling solo or in a group,
it is well worth taking advantage of the insider knowledge of mountain bike guides
and schools in Valais. Experienced guides will share their top tips, help you perfect
your style and bring you to the top spots in Valais – including lesser-known gems.
Whatever kind of outing you are planning, a local guide will be your ideal companion.

“Best of Valais with
a guide” deal

Explore the best of Valais in the company of a local mountain bike guide for an
unforgettable day out. Whatever your level of experience and whatever your taste
– from hard riding to gourmet breaks, from enduro to e-bike – any combination is
possible. Book two nights at any of the 15 Valais resorts on offer, and simply follow
the guide!

“Hautes Routes” with
E-Alps

Experience all the charm of the Swiss Alps on one of the e-bike adventures offered
by the company E-Alps. The team has developed some new “haute route” itineraries
leading through spectacular natural landscapes. Over the course of several days,
with family or friends, ride along the region’s finest singletrack trails, surrounded
by 4,000-metre peaks. You’ll sleep in typical Alpine accommodation and will even
have the chance to soothe your muscles in a hot tub at 2,000 metres above sea
level. After launching the Chamonix–Zermatt ride and “La Haute Route des Glaciers”
from Crans-Montana to the Great Aletsch Glacier, E-Alps is revisiting the “Grand
tour du Mont-Blanc” with an e-bike ride between Valais, the Aosta valley and the
Chamonix-Mont-Blanc region.
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Mountain biking

A perfect break for
mountain bike enthusiasts.
Valais boasts countless magnificent trails
for mountain biking. 1,500 kilometers of
routes for riders of all levels, from beginner to expert, lead through spectacular
landscapes full of variety, from lush valleys to fragrant forests and dramatic summits. To make the most of this vast natural
playground, check out our programme for
a perfect break for mountain bike enthusiasts: based on the new regional Valais Bike
route, it showcases some of the finest singletrack trails in Upper Valais.

Day 1

Start your stay in the Leukerbad region,
famous for its thermal springs 1 – and
enjoy the magnificent view of the Valais
mountains from one of the thermal pools.
Before your mountain bike adventure
begins tomorrow, do a check to make sure
you have all the necessary equipment.
The region offers many other activities,
too – such as the dramatic walk along
the Dala gorges to the thermal springs,
or a ride in the Gemmi cable car to the
Gemmi Pass, whose panoramic platform
offers breathtaking views of the valley.
Thrill-seekers can tackle the via ferrata
just below the cable car summit station,
which promises an unforgettable blast
of adrenalin.

Day 2

Board the Torrent cable car with your
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Martigny

mountain bike to begin your adventure
with one of Switzerland’s finest
singletrack trails 2 . For an additional
thrill, tackle the Leukerbad flowtrail
before starting your traverse: the pure
Valais mountain air and the twisting track
will give you the ultimate high!
After a mountain traverse, you will reach
Feselalp to start the descent to the floor
of the Rhône valley. Try out the pump
track in Steg before continuing to
Raron, and then take the cable car to
Unterbäch 3 , where you will spend
the night.

Day 3

Today, a chairlift takes you and your
bike to Brandalp. From here, climb up
to Moosalp 4 and enjoy a welldeserved gastronomic break at the
Restaurant Moosalp before tackling
the long descent of the Kalpetran
Enduro trail, with a total vertical drop
of almost 1,100 metres.
Once you have reached the floor of the
Zermatt valley, your last challenge of
the day is the climb up to the family
resort of Grächen. Once there, why
not visit the Sunnegg craft brewery for

refreshments or go for a stroll along
the Chilcheri and Eggeri “Suonen”
(historical irrigation channels), with
pleasant shady spots to relax?

Day 4

For this final stage, test your skills along
the trails of the UCI Mountain Bike
Marathon World Championships, which
took place in this region in 2019. Then
continue your route, which includes a
cable car ascent from Stalden to Gspon,
to reach the Gibidum Pass 5 before
descending to Brig.
Before leaving, make sure you visit
the Stockalper Palace and taste a
“cordon bleu” at one of the region’s
many restaurants: the famous dish was
invented here. The Channa restaurant,
for example, serves this and many other
Valais specialities: the perfect way to
round off your trip in style.

See the full programme of our
perfect break for mountain bike
enthusiasts at: valais.ch
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Mountain biking

Did you know?

Valais will be the host region for
the UCI Mountain Bike World
Championships in 2025. For the first
time, all disciplines will be brought
together in one place.

In September 2020, Champéry
hosted the semi-finals of the Valais/
Wallis Pumptrack Trophy, a fun
event created by the Valais Cycling
Federation. In 2021, the region
will host all the competitions in the
different mountain bike disciplines
over the course of 2 weeks: a first!

Resabike is an online booking
platform that allows cyclists and
mountain bikers to ensure they have
a place for their bike when they
travel on a variety of public transport
in Valais.
resabike.ch

The Swiss Council for Accident
Prevention has drawn up an MTB
Code of Conduct with 5 key rules
to ensure safety as well as respect
between different trail users.
valais.ch

The “Singletrail Scale” for mountain
biking is a system for denoting the
degree of difficulty of a singletrack
trail; it runs from S0 (easy) to S5 (very
difficult).

By the end of 2020, the number of
e-bike recharging stations in Valais
had reached 122. The figure is growing
steadily thanks to the boom in interest
in the discipline.
valais.ch
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Mountain biking

Events not to be missed.
Raid Evolénard

Grand Raid BCVs

Bike & Brunch

Participants can choose between various
distances – from 18 to 62 kilometres –
at this prestigious mountain bike race.
This year’s event also features the MTB
Marathon European Championships: a
sensational atmosphere is guaranteed!

Mountain bikers compete on a choice
of six courses of all levels from various
starting points to Grimentz. In addition
to the classic races, the event features
two non-timed routes, especially
suitable for electric mountain bikes.

This convivial gastronomic cycling event
offers a bike ride exploring the prettiest
spots in the Sierre region followed by a
picnic brunch. A basket full of delicious
specialities is provided, to be savoured
after the exertions.

20 June 2021 – Evolène
valais.ch

20–21 August 2021
– Verbier/Grimentz
valais.ch

September 2021 – Sierre/Muraz
sierretourisme.ch

Pass’Portes du Soleil MTB
This mountain bike ride invites
participants to spend a day between
altitudes of 1,000 and 2,450 metres
discovering the enchanting alpine world
of the “Portes du Soleil” holiday area,
which straddles the border between
Switzerland and France.
25–27 June 2021 – Portes du Soleil
passportesdusoleil.com

Verbier E-Bike Festival
The Verbier E-Bike Festival welcomes
enthusiasts for its third edition. Over
the course of four days, the resort is
devoting itself to the joys of e-biking,
with a variety of experiences on offer
including equipment tests, a gourmet
ride, discovery tours, a tour of the Val
de Bagnes and various competitions.
12–15 August 2021 – Verbier
valais.ch

EWS and EWS-E
The world’s top enduro and e-bike racers
meet in Crans-Montana for a stage of
the Enduro World Series E-Enduro and
Enduro, an international championship
that brings together the world’s fastest
bike specialists.
9 and 11 September 2021
– Crans-Montana
enduroworldseries.com

Bike & Sound Festival
Champéry makes a dramatic venue for
this key event that promises a weekend
packed with activities for everyone
who enjoys mountain biking and music.
Demos and races take place during the
daytime, while evenings are given over
to live gigs.
10–11 September 2021 – Champéry
valais.ch

iXS Downhill Cup
Every year, during the first weekend of
October, Bellwald fills up with more than
370 competitors and more than 2,000
spectators for the iXS Downhill Cup.
1–3 October 2021 – Bellwald
valais.ch

Enduro Race
In October, the Lötschental will host
the Swiss Enduro Series in which
athletes will ride 35 kilometres on the
best single trails and complete a 1,000metre ascent followed by a 2,500-metre
downhill run. The winner will be the
fastest of the four sections, each starting
from a different mountain pasture and
heading downhill.
9–10 October 2021 – Lötschental
swissenduro.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession

Margareth
Voide-Bumann
15 June 1955
Saas-Fee
Former hotelier and restaurateur
in retirement.
Key info
Between 1985 and 2008, she climbed
all 82 summits above 4,000 metres in
the Alps.
Favourite place Längfluh, above Saas-Fee, which
offers a magnificent view of the peaks
of the majestic Mischabel massif.
From the balcony of her apartment,
too, she can see the snowy summits
of the Alphubel, Allalinhorn and Dom,
the highest peak entirely on Swiss
territory – and every day, the sight fills
her heart with joy.
More info
valais.ch
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Hiking and
trail running

Special experiences for visitors – hiking.
Top hikes with alpine
refreshment stops

Combine the pleasure of a hike through the glorious natural landscapes of Valais
with a gastronomic stop to taste local delicacies such as serac (soft whey cheese),
Tomme cheese from the alpine pastures, cured bacon and air-dried meat. See a
selection of walks that offer the chance to stop off at a mountain venue serving
tasty local products.

The finest mountain huts

Thanks to its mountainous topography, Valais is home to many mountain huts, cabins
and refuges that allow hikers to make a comfortable overnight stop at altitude, with
the added bonus of superb panoramic views. From authentic and traditional mountain
huts to ultra-modern lodges, see our selection of mountain refuges that are not to
be missed.

Along historical trails

Enjoy a hike along one of the region’s many historical trails for a fascinating trip in
time: many of the villages along the way were once important trading centres and
travel hubs. Discover fascinating stories, visit impressive ancient buildings and
explore the traces that merchants and mercenaries have left along the routes over
the centuries.

Above the void

Enjoy the longest suspension footbridge
in the Alps at Randa (494 metres) and
the Niouc suspension footbridge, one
of the highest in Europe, which passes
190 vertical metres above the ground.
Experience these impressive structures
along any of 19 routes that promise high
thrills and lasting memories.

Hikes with sights

Valais boasts countless memorable sights and points of interest along hikes: from
dazzling glaciers to sparkling lakes, from authentic mountain huts to colossal
hydroelectric dams, and from panoramic vantage points to traditional alpine villages.
See our selection of ten exhilarating hikes in Valais that all promise unique highlights
– and an unforgettable adventure.

Discovery trails

Would you like to explore some of the natural and cultural treasures of Valais? These
discovery trails showcase some of the ancient traditions of Valais and the region’s
natural wonders as they lead through glorious scenery. Experience a new dimension
of Valais as you explore a choice of themes – from the solar system, glaciers and
underground mines to marmots and winemaking.

Weekngo collection
of cabin-hotels

Spend a memorable break in the idyllic Val d’Hérens, where some ancient barns
have been renovated to offer you a stay in a little corner of paradise with views to
take your breath away. Relax and find new energy in this comfortable and peaceful
world, enjoy local delicacies at mealtimes and explore the region on scenic walks.

Beeheidi

Explore the enchanting landscapes of Valais in the company of a running/hiking
guide who is passionate about the region and its natural treasures. Whatever your
preference – trail running, hiking or a mixture of the two, discovery day or complete
break – your companion will adapt to your pace and tastes, and will make sure you
know the best spots for local treats such as the sublime bilberry tarts!
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Hiking and
trail running

A perfect break
for hiking enthusiasts.
Whatever kind of walking you enjoy –
anything from gentle strolls to bracing ascents
– you will find plenty to suit among the 8,000
kilometres of trails in the land of 4,000metre summits. Ever-changing landscapes
and breathtaking views await, from the lush
vineyards to the high snows. The choice is
vast – so to help you, we have put together
a programme that will show you the best of
the Aletsch region and its many treasures.
Just follow the guide!

Day 1

Once you are in Upper Valais, visit the
World Nature Forum to learn all about
the Jungfrau-Aletsch region, which is
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site 1 . Discover the secrets of the
Great Aletsch Glacier at its heart, one
of the most spectacular natural marvels
in the Alps.
Continue your first day with a hike to
Blatten and then take the cable car to
Belalp 2 . These and other resorts of
the Aletsch region have been awarded
the “Family Destination” label, with
facilities and attractions to suit: children
of all ages will love discovering the
glacier, the nature reser ve, the
suspension footbridges and the
magnificent landscapes.

Day 2

Lace on your walking boots for a hike
that first takes you to the Aletschbord
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vantage point, which promises sweeping
views of the Great Aletsch Glacier.
Further on, you’ll reach the Aletsch
bridge, a suspension footbridge that
passes 80 metres above the floor of
the Massa gorges. Beyond, you enter
the protected Aletsch forest, a nature
reserve that is home to Swiss stone pine
trees hundreds of years old.
Just before you reach Riederalp, make
sure you stop to visit Villa Cassel 3 , a
historical building that was recently
renovated and is now fully carbon
neutral. If you enjoy mountain cheese,
you can find out how it is made at
Riederalp’s Alpine Museum before
enjoying a delicious fondue at one of
the resort’s restaurants.

Day 3

This new stage takes you to Fiescheralp
along panoramic trails offering sweeping
views of the Great Aletsch Glacier and
Fiesch Glacier. Capture the beauty of
the surrounding landscape in photos
from a choice of spectacular vantage
points – and from the Blausee, a
mountain lake with sublime views of
the highest 4,000-metre peaks of Valais.
Along the way you pass close to Lake
Märjelen 4 , an ideal spot for a break.

Or perhaps you prefer to stop by the
Bettmersee, a high-altitude mountain
lake that offers an idyllic setting for a
delicious picnic en route.

Day 4

Your last day’s hike features a special
adventure: crossing the Aspi-Titter
bridge 5 , a suspension footbridge 160
metres long which soars 120 metres
above the Weisswasser River. If you
wish, you can add a few kilometres to
your route to admire the Fiesch Glacier
from Bellwald.
If you have a little time to spare, check
out some of the many other activities on
offer in the Aletsch region. The animal
park near Fiesch, a via ferrata (fixedcable climb) with thrilling views of the
Fiesch Glacier and a wide choice of
mountain bike trails are just some of
the highlights.

See the full programme of our
perfect break for hiking enthusiasts
at: valais.ch
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Hiking and
trail running

Special experiences for visitors – trail running.
Via Valais

This route in nine stages takes you from Verbier to Zermatt through awe-inspiring
scenery. In all, you’ll clock up 225 kilometres and 14,000 metres of ascent in
landscapes full of variety – everything from rocky mountain passes to lush valleys,
and from larch forests and alpine pastures to blue-tinted glaciers. You’ll run along
picturesque trails through the heart of the Swiss Alps, finishing each stage at a
high-altitude refuge or in a mountain village: expect an adventure unlike any other!

Best trail running routes

Valais is the perfect playground for
trail running, thanks to its exceptional
diversity of topography and terrain.
Dramatic mountains, towering peaks,
thick forest and lush pastures make for
trails full of variety, promising interesting
altitude profiles, technical challenges
and breathtaking views. Trail runners
make use of existing hiking paths, with
more than 8,000 kilometres of marked
routes in Valais. The sport is perfect
both for exercising and for overcoming
your personal boundaries: whether
you’re a beginner or committed trail
runner, you will find dream conditions
for the sport in Valais.

Resorts for trail running

Several Valais resorts and regions
are establishing themselves as key
destinations for trail running, having
created networks of marked trails and
steadily adding to them. The Saas valley,
Nendaz-Veysonnaz, the Portes du Soleil,
the Val d’Anniviers, the Val d’Hérens,
Crans-Montana, Verbier and the Pays
du St-Bernard all offer many specially
designed routes. Every runner, from
novice to veteran, will find plenty to suit
his or her taste, with a wide variety of
itineraries offering countless options in
terms of distance and ascent.
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Hiking and
trail running

Did you know?

The first edition of a new race will
take place in 2022: the Marathon
International des Terroirs du Valais.
Themed around Valais gastronomy,
the event will offer a choice of three
distances: 10, 21 and 42 kilometres.
mitvs.ch

From 2021, the Sierre-Zinal race will
once again form part of the World
Cup trail running circuit organised
by the World Mountain Running
Association.
wmra.ch

The “bisses” (historical irrigation
channels) of Valais have guardians
who are employed to maintain them.

Trail running courses in the Verbier
region are on offer by the specialist
company AlpsXperience. Options
include beginner and improver
courses, accompaniment and also a
women-only course.
alpsxperience.com

At the Valais Trail Running Academy,
youngsters aged 11 to 19 will benefit
from the expertise and tips of
renowned athletes in the field.
atrv.ch

Events not to be missed.
For hikers.
Nuit Suisse de la
Randonnée
Walks by moonlight, wildlife watching,
guided walks: “Swiss Hiking Night” offers
a wide variety of unusual experiences
every year, organised by enthusiasts in
each region. Transport and refreshments
for walkers are available throughout
the night.
26–27 June – various locations
nuitrando.ch

Clean-Up-Day
Help preserve our natural landscapes
by collecting litter along trails as part of
this convivial volunteer weekend. You’ll
experience all the beauty of nature in
Valais while contributing to a worthwhile
cause!
17–18 September 2021
– various locations
igsu.ch
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Hiking and
trail running

For trail runners.
Gornergrat Zermatt
Marathon
Half-marathon  : 21 km, 1,000 D+
Marathon  : 42 km, 1,900 D+
Ultra marathon  : 45 km, 2,458 D+
3 July 2021 – Zermatt
valais.ch

Trail Verbier St-Bernard
31 km, 2,500 D+
43 km, 3,500 D+
73 km, 4,900 D+
111 km, 8,400 D+
3–4 July 2021 – Verbier
valais.ch

Täschalplauf
9 km, 916 D+
25 July 2021 – Täsch
valais.ch

X4trail

Gondo Marathon

SwissPeaks Trail

28 km, 1,400 D+
42 km, 2,000 D+
84 km, 4,200 D+

21 km, 1,500 D+
42 km, 2,430 D+
100 km, 6,460 D+
170 km, 11,600 D+
360 km, 26,950 D+

7–8 August 2021 – Gondo
gondoevent.ch

Swiss Alps 100
50 km, 2,940 D+
100 km, 6,120 D+
160 km, 9,850 D+
13–14 August 2021 – Fiesch
swissalps100.com

Matterhorn Ultraks
2,3 km, 655 D+
19 km, 1,150 D+
25 km, 2,876 D+
32 km, 2,000 D+
49 km, 3,600 D+
20–21 August 2021 – Zermatt
valais.ch

25 km, 1,959 D+
53 km, 3,576 D+
78 km, 5,345 D+
103 km, 6,727 D+

Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc®
– OCC

1 August 2021 – Orsières
x4trail.ch

26 August 2021 – Orsières
valais.ch

Sierre-Zinal

Nendaz Trail

31 km, 2,200 D+

16,5 km, 840 D+
31,5 km, 1,890 D+
70,5 km, 3,590 D+

7 August 2021 – Sierre/Val d’Anniviers
valais.ch

56 km, 3,500 D+

28 August 2021 – Nendaz
valais.ch

29 August to 5 September 2021
– Oberwald/Le Bouveret
valais.ch

Trail du Besso
56 km, 5,400 D+
4 September 2021 – Val d’Anniviers
traildubesso.com

Spartan Race, Verbier
5 km, 20 obstacles
10 km, 25 obstacles
20 km, 30 obstacles
18–19 September 2021 – Verbier
spartanrace.ch

Trail des Patrouilleurs
15 km, 1,250 D+
25 km, 1,900 D+
40 km, 3,000 D+
55 km, 4,200 D+
25 September 2021 – Crans-Montana
traildespatrouilleurs.ch

Jeizibärg mountain race
6 km, 900 D+
October 2021 – Gampel
valais.ch
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Name
Born
Location
Purpose
Key info
More info

Grande Dixence dam
22 September 1961
Hérémence
Hydroelectricity production.
285 metres tall and weighing 15
million tons, the Grande Dixence is
the world’s tallest gravity dam.
valais.ch
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Excursions

Special experiences for visitors.
The most beautiful villages
in Valais

Perched on the slopes of the Rhône’s
side valleys, many ancient Valais villages
have preserved their architectural
heritage and customs exceptionally well.
See our selection of the most beautiful
villages in Valais, discover their living
traditions and immerse yourself in a
world of unique and authentic charm.

Adventure parks

Located among forest treetops, the adventure rope parks of Valais invite adventure
seekers of all ages and levels of ability to tackle courses scattered with obstacles
and challenges. Equipped with a safety harness, you’ll test your nerves, agility and
skill: high thrills guaranteed!

Animal parks

The wildlife parks and animal collections of Valais offer a chance to see local wildlife,
domesticated animals and other fauna up close. See deer, foxes, lynx and marmots
in their natural habitat in the heart of the Alps, for example: a treat for animal lovers
of all ages.

Leisure parks

Miniature steam trains, an adventure water park, a vast maze, a bobsleigh on rails:
Valais is home to a variety of theme parks and other leisure attractions that will thrill
visitors of all ages. Set off on a magical adventure with all the family this summer to
enjoy some unforgettable experiences!

Dams

Perched at the far end of steep valleys in a majestic alpine setting, 11 Valais dams
provide 29% of Switzerland’s hydroelectric energy. Visit these concrete colossi
and explore their subterranean labyrinths to discover the secrets of hydropower,
Switzerland’s primary source of renewable energy.

Road trip across Valais

This summer, set off on a journey in 13 stages that will take you to the top sights in
Valais. From Lake Geneva to the foot of the Rhône Glacier, you will travel the length
of the Rhône valley as you explore the region’s cultural, historical and gastronomic
heritage.

Valais Tour by Travelise

Enjoy surprise journeys? Set off on a mouth-watering road trip across Valais to (re)
discover the region’s many facets! The deal includes blind wine tastings, tapas from
the region, Assiettes Valaisannes (Valais platters of cold meat and cheeses) and an
all-you-can-eat Raclette, all at unusual locations.

Top excursions in Valais

Keen to visit the must-see sights in Valais? Among the countless mountains and
lakes, valleys and vineyards, make sure you include the key places and activities
during your next visit. Steam trains, snow-capped summits, breathtaking vantage
points, thermal spas, castles and much more: you will find you have a lot to pack in!
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Excursions

The finest panoramic
excursions in Valais.

EXCURSIONS

In Valais, the pleasure of an outing starts
the moment you set off. Travel the length of
the Rhône valley and discover the spectacular landscapes of the side valleys by train,
bus and cable car. Let yourself be inspired
by our selection of excursions that combine
scenic journeys by public transport, spectacular views and unforgettable experiences.

1. Up to Emosson.
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Martigny

3. To the top of the
Gemmi cliffs.

Travel from Martigny to Emosson via
a cog railway and a trio of dramatic
mountain railways that include one
of the world’s steepest funiculars:
a thrilling journey in the heart of the
scenic Espace Mont-Blanc region. Along
the way, make a stop at Les Marécottes
to visit the alpine zoo and at Finhaut
to admire its Belle Époque buildings
before setting off on the trail of the
dinosaurs of Vieux-Emosson.

Head to Leukerbad for a spectacular
ride by cable car up to the Gemmi
Pass, where you will find a panoramic
observation platform suspended
250 metres above the void. Intrepid
visitors can continue their adventure
by tackling one of the resort’s two
via ferratas (fixed-cable climbs), or
following the suspended walkways into
the Dala gorges.

2. To the world’s tallest
gravity dam.

4. Beside the Great
Aletsch Glacier.

From Sion, take the number 372 bus to
the Val d’Hérens. Along the way, admire
the peaks of La Maya and the Dent
Blanche as well as the dramatic modern
concrete church of Hérémence. When
you reach Le Chargeur, take the cable
car up to the top of the Grande Dixence
dam to see its sparkling reservoir, the Lac
des Dix. Here you can test your nerve
along the 700-metre zip line before
visiting the interior of the mighty dam.

Ever wanted to see the mightiest river
of ice in the Alps? Take the cable cars
from Mörel, Betten or Fiesch to reach the
“View Points” at Moosfluh, Bettmerhorn
and Eggishorn respectively and admire
the sparkling glacier and the many 4,000metre peaks all around.




5. To the foot of the
Matterhorn.

Take a 30-minute ride on Europe’s
highest open-air rack railway through
spectacular landscapes of deep gorges
and larch forests. When you reach an
altitude of 3,098 metres, the panoramic
platform at the Gornergrat ridge
reveals superb views of the Matterhorn,
the Gorner Glacier and the Monte Rosa
massif.

See our selection of the finest
panoramic excursions at: valais.ch
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Excursions

Did you know?

With an altitude of 2,478 metres, the
Nufenen Pass is the second-highest
in Switzerland.

Valais supplies 25% to 30% of
Switzerland’s hydropower, with an
annual production of 10 billion kWh
of hydroelectric power.

The forest reserve of the Pfyn-Finges
forest covers a total of 1,521 hectares.

The Valais mountain guides’
association has 450 members; the
eldest is 85 years old this year.
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession
Key info

Mikaël
Magliocco
5 April 1983
Saint-Pierre-de-Clages
Winemaker.
In 2020, the “Daniel Magliocco & Fils”
winery won organic certification; seven
wines carry the Valais brand label.
Favourite place Lumeire – local dialect for the French
“lumière”, meaning “light” – is a little
corner of paradise at the foot of the
Sex de Grü cliffs in Chamoson, where
Mikaël likes to welcome clients and
friends to taste and enjoy wine.
More info
valais.ch
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Flavours of Valais

Special experiences for visitors.
Craft breweries

Valais may be best known for its fine wines and its winemaking tradition, but it also
offers a growing range of refreshing and delicious beers. Throughout the canton,
many breweries and craft microbreweries established by enthusiasts are brewing
beers that are full of character – just like the people of the region. The styles vary
enormously: take advantage of your stay in Valais to try a few.

Places to buy local
specialities

Valais boasts a wealth of local gastronomic products and specialities: why not buy
some to bring back with you, so you can continue to enjoy the fine flavours of Valais
at home? See our list of sales outlets for local produce: delicate cured meat from
Valais, for example; Raclette du Valais AOP cheese for a convivial dinner; rye bread
for your breakfasts; wine for all kinds of gatherings; Abricotine AOP or Valais pear
brandy AOP for festive occasions. Many local producers offer a wide range of other
products that carry the Valais brand label.

Wine experiences

With nearly 5,000 hectares of vineyards, Valais is Switzerland’s leading winegrowing
region. The favourable climate – dry and sunny – and the diversity of soils allow
55 different grape varieties to flourish. Explore the terraced vineyards with their
3,000 kilometres of dry-stone walls, get to know the region’s distinctive wines and
discover the knowhow that goes into making them through our selection of fascinating
experiences for all wine enthusiasts.

Wine tasting

Dry or sweet, light or full-bodied, smooth or crisp: whatever your taste, Valais
has wines to suit every dish and occasion, from convivial get-togethers to major
celebrations. You will be surprised by the diversity of grape varieties and the wines
they produce: plenty to delight every palate. Take advantage of our wine-tasting
experiences to discover some new flavours – and perhaps a new favourite!

Perfect weekend
for foodies

Proud of its unique gastronomic tradition, Valais is home to many specialist producers
who are renowned for crafting fine flavours and delighted to share their knowhow
and love of their products. To make the most of Valais specialities and flavours, try
our perfect weekend for foodies: a mouth-watering experience guaranteed to thrill
the most demanding gourmet.

Summer recipes

Juicy apricots, lamb, cheeses from the alpine pastures and other local delicacies
are among the highlights of summer. See our selection of tasty recipes to impress
your guests with a variety of delicious dishes, desserts and cocktails during the
sunny season.

Farm holidays

What could be better than spending some time surrounded by nature to relax and
find new energy? Farm visits, walks with donkeys, delicious brunches, helping out
with milking, educational farms, or a night up on the alpine pastures, in a rural gîte
or sleeping on straw: Valais offers countless activities and options.
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Flavours of Valais

Wines certified with the Valais brand.
Winemaking knowhow in Valais is constantly
evolving in order to meet consumers’ expectations in terms of quality. With this in mind,
the Valais brand guarantees an ambitious
and forward-thinking approach based on
organic winemaking and production methods that respect people and their heritage
alike. It also ensures that the entire “vineto-bottle” process takes place in Valais.

1. Cave Philippe et
Véronyc Mettaz – Fully

This estate in Fully produces highquality wines which reflect the passion
that Philippe and Véronyc Mettaz have
for their land, their “terroir”. From the
steep terraces at Les Claives in Saxon
to the plots at Le Peulet, the variety of
soils and sunshine levels of the winery’s
different vineyards find expression in
the character of their wines.
Wines with the Valais brand label: Païen de Fully,
Fendant de Saxon, Petite Arvine de Fully, Petite
Arvine les Claives, Syrah de Fully, Pinot noir de Saxon

2. Daniel Magliocco & Fils
– Saint-Pierre-de-Clages

Saint-Pierre-de-Clages may be known
as the village of books, but it is in the
vineyards that the Magliocco family has
decided to write its story – with passion.
The family cultivates 17 native grape
varieties – a total of about 80,540 vine
stocks.
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Wines with the Valais brand label: Petite Arvine,
Fendant, Johannisberg, Humagne rouge, Cornalin,
Gamay, Pinot noir

different growing methods to ensure the
wines express their full character.

3. Cave du Rhodan - Mounir
Weine – Salgesch

Wines with the Valais brand label: Johannisberg,
Petite Arvine

In Salgesch, two words sum up the
essence of the Cave du Rhodan winery:
tradition and family. The vines flourish
on the stony, calcareous soils of the
winemaking village. The Mounir family
places special emphasis on sustainability,
from vine to bottle, and is proud to have
won many awards for its wines.
Wine with the Valais brand label: Johannisberg

4. Biocave Marc Güntert
– Miège

With all its vineyards on the Rhône
valley’s sunny south-facing slopes, this
winery has been making organic wines
since 1989, matching its different grape
varieties to the characteristics of the
local soil. Each grape variety demands

5. Cave du Chevalier
Bayard – Varen

For three generations, the Bayard
family has been cultivating its vineyards
in Varen, ideally located on a terrace
overlooking the Pfyn-Finges forest.
Particularly abundant sunshine, low
levels of precipitation and calcareous
soils have allowed the family to produce
wines that have won several awards.
Wines with the Valais brand label: Humagne blanc,
Pinot noir Tradition

See all the wines with the Valais
brand label at: valais.ch
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Did you know?

Discover new ways of enjoying spirits
from Valais such as Williamine® pear
brandy, Abricotine AOP brandy and
Valais gin! See mixologists’ best
recipes here:
morand.ch

One of the beers with the smallest
carbon footprint? The beer with
the Valais brand label brewed
by Malternative using ultra-local
ingredients: spring water from
Martigny, organic barley from Vouvry/
Les Évouettes and wild hops from
Vernayaz/Uvrier.

7,600 tons of apricots were harvested
in Valais in 2020, accounting for
95% of production and 50% of
consumption in Switzerland.

“Eat Local” to help the planet?
Good idea: the ecological footprint
of Valais apricots is 2/3 that of fruit
from abroad.

Farmers in the region around
Sembrancher cultivate plants used
in Ricola Herb Drops. The company
Valplantes, based in the village,
produces 140 tons of dried herbs
a year.
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Events not to be missed.
Taste of Zermatt

Au Cœur des Vendanges

A fondue or breakfast in a gondola,
a gastronomic hike, a kitchen party:
choose from a variety of mouth-watering
events that make up Taste of Zermatt.

Discover the work that goes into making
a bottle of wine, from wielding the
secateurs in the vineyards to the process
of vinification. Various wineries open
their doors to visitors for this event,
dubbed “At the heart of the harvest”:
a fascinating chance to experience
the grape harvest and the world of
winemaking first-hand.

April to October 2021 – Zermatt
tasteofzermatt.ch

Caves Ouvertes
Every year, more than 230 wine cellars
welcome visitors to taste their wines
during “Open Cellars of Valais”: an
ideal opportunity to meet winemakers,
discover local grape varieties and taste
many different wines.
13–15 May 2021 – various locations
valais.ch

Tavolata
A convivial atmosphere and delicious
local flavours are the hallmarks of the
“tavolatas” that take place at different
locations during the summer. Tables are
set end-to-end to seat guests for a meal
of six dishes from the region.
August to October 2021
– various locations
lesvinsduvalais.ch

Swiss National Day brunch
More than 20 farming families
throughout the region welcome guests
to their farms for brunch on 1 August:
a delicious start to Swiss National Day.
Visitors of all ages are sure to love the
home-made specialities.

September 2021 – various locations
valais.ch

Vinea
The Vinea wine fair draws countless
enthusiasts to Sierre during the first
weekend in September. The event
includes many tastings of different
Swiss wines, conferences, workshops
and cultural visits.
3–4 September 2021 – Sierre
valais.ch

Semaine du Goût
The “Week of flavour” promises dozens
of food and wine events throughout
Valais. Meet the people who craft the
flavours of Valais with passion, and enjoy
a wide range of experiences to delight
foodies of all tastes.
16–26 September 2021
– various locations
gout.ch

Bagnes, Capitale
de la raclette
Raclette cheese – traditionally served
melted with boiled potatoes, cornichons
and silverskin onions – is the star of
this gastronomic weekend based in Le
Châble in the Val de Bagnes. Visitors
can enjoy other local specialities, too,
in a convivial atmosphere.
25–26 September 2021 – Le Châble
valais.ch

Marathon des Saveurs
The “Marathon of Flavours” is a
convivial sporting event on foot
through the vineyards of Valais that
combines gastronomy, pleasure and
exercise. Various gourmet stops along
the 23-kilometre route offer the
opportunity to taste typical Valais wines
and delicacies.
16 October 2021
– from Sion to Salgesch
valais.ch

Chestnut festival
This key autumn event celebrates
the sweet chestnut alongside other
local produce. Highlight of the festive
weekend is the chance to taste a
traditional “Brisolée”: roasted chestnuts
served with cured meat, cheeses and
autumn fruit.
16–17 October 2021 – Fully
valais.ch

1 August 2021 – various locations
valais.ch
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Theme
Also known as
From

Natural mineral water from Valais
“Blue gold of the Alps”
The depths of the mountains and the
heart of the glaciers.
Key info
The unique geology and topography
of Valais ensure the region has
abundant drinking water that is
crystal-clear and rich in minerals.
Important facts – 4,000 springs and sources.
– about 90% of the drinking water
requirements of Valais are met by
underground springs.
– rich in calcium, magnesium,
potassium and sodium.
More info
valais.ch
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Relaxation, spas
and wellbeing

Special experiences for visitors.
Oases of wellbeing

The five thermal spas of Valais offer a wide range of facilities and attractions. Take a
dip in wonderfully warm water, relax in a whirlpool bath with views of the mountains,
feel the purifying and revitalising effects of hammams and saunas, treat yourself
to a massage… or take advantage of a full package deal to bliss out as you enjoy a
complete escape from routine.

Delights of a dip for
visitors of all ages

What could be more refreshing than taking a dip in a swimming pool during a hot
summer’s day? Visitors of all ages enjoy the swimming pools and slides, diving boards
and paddling pools, along with the spacious lawns on which to stretch out, relax and
soak up the sunshine. Some pool complexes also have their own wellness or spa areas.

Treats for body,
mind and soul

You will find countless opportunities to take care of yourself and your health in
Valais. A break beside a Valais mountain lake in itself does a world of good. The
Kneipp hydrotherapy treatments on offer in Grächen and the Saas valley likewise
are wonderfully beneficial. Or why not try a “forest bath”, a gentle stroll in the
ancient forest in the Aletsch Arena, enjoying its soothing effects? Invigorating and
rejuvenating breaks are the order of the day at the “Centre Interlude” in the Région
Dents du Midi, while “Le Centre” in La Tzoumaz specialises in energising therapies
and meditation.

Namaste

Yoga brings body, mind and spirit into perfect balance, especially when combined with
a view of the Valais mountains. With this in mind, Aletsch Arena hosts the Mountain
Glow Yoga Festival every year in September beside the Great Aletsch Glacier.
Leukerbad, meanwhile, stages the Namaste on the mountain festival. Enthusiasts
can also choose from a wide variety of classes in an idyllic setting at the Yoga House
in Saas-Fee and in the Crans-Montana region. More natural yoga highs are on offer
with Yoga’ltitude, organised on a panoramic high-altitude mountain terrace by the
lift company in Vercorin.

Unique wellness hotels

The Valais resorts have many wellness hotels, each with its own special charm. Visit
the Backstage Hotel in Zermatt, for example, with its spa inspired by the story of
Creation; Hamilton Lodge in Blatten, with its multiple saunas; The Capra in SaasFee, with its philosophy of “Peak Health”; the thermal spa of the Dixence Resort
in Hérémence; the “Spa des bisses” at the Nendaz 4 Vallées & Spa; the wonderful
views of the lake in Champex-Lac from the Hôtel Restaurant & Spa Au Club Alpin;
and the Art Boutique Hôtel Beau Séjour in Champéry, with its glorious views of the
Dents du Midi: the perfect place for a spot of cocooning.
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and wellbeing

Top Valais products
for health treatments.
Give your skin and body some pampering with the help of the gifts of nature. Natural cosmetic products, free of artificial ingredients, provide an excellent alternative to conventional brands. Various hotels, wellness centres and health establishments in Valais offer
clients a range of treatments using different natural products including apricots, honey,
raisins and all kinds of plants. These products are not only delicious, they also provide
many health benefits.

Grape seeds

provide a natural cleansing for skin
pores. Combined with other ingredients,
strawberries are highly popular in a wide
variety of treatments including facial
baths and tonics, masks and peeling
treatments.

Herbs, flowers and plants

Honey
Hardly any other natural product offers
as many benefits as grape seeds. The
Mathieu bakery in Susten processes the
seeds of red grapes at its “Fructum Vitis”
factory to incorporate them in various
products. Initially, the factory primarily
produced Valais grapeseed flour and
oil for use in cookery, but Paul Mathieu
now also makes grapeseed cream and
ointment. These two products have
proven highly popular for cosmetics
and health, as is the oil, used mainly for
massages.

Apricots and strawberries

Apricot stones are rich in vitamin A
and linoleic acid and are used to make
a regenerating and nourishing skincare
oil that moisturises, softens and firms
the skin, reducing wrinkles. Apricot oil
is also particularly suitable for caring
for scarred, dry or irritated skin, and
is often used for soothing massages.
Strawberries, meanwhile, contain
components which make them a miracle
remedy for the skin, hair and the body
as a whole; the yellow-and-green dots

Honey is a natural product with an
incomparable flavour, thanks to the
unique flora in Valais. As well as being
delicious spread on bread or added
to sweeten infusions, this liquid gold
is also used for peeling treatments
and soothing face masks – and even
for massages. Other products of the
hive are also considered beneficial to
health, containing vitamins, minerals
and antibiotic ingredients that act as
antioxidants – such as pollen, royal jelly,
beeswax and bee venom.

60% of Switzerland’s herbs and
medicinal plants are grown in Valais.
Thanks to the Mediterranean climate
and the wide diversity of alpine flora,
many different herbs and plants flourish
in Valais such as sage, thyme, hay flowers
and arnica. Treatments based on herbs,
plants and even hay can alleviate pain
and the symptoms of colds; they
additionally have a preventive effect,
through boosting the immune system.
Mountain herbs are also effective in the
form of infusions, and are frequently
used in steam baths and peeling
treatments.

See hotels and wellness centres
that offer treatments based
on Valais products here: valais.ch
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Relaxation, spas
and wellbeing

Did you know?

Every day, 3.9 million litres of thermal
spring water bubble out of the springs
of Leukerbad at temperatures of up
to 51 degrees, feeding 30 pools in
all: the most abundant thermal spring
water of any thermal spa resort in
Europe.

Many different medicinal herbs
and plants with recognised active
ingredients grow on the slopes
of the Valais mountains – such as
the edelweiss, a protected flower,
or arnica, known for its healing
properties. Various companies in
Valais transform these plants into
products that make use of their
beneficial effects in the form of skin
creams, infusions and lozenges.
valais.ch

Yoga is a philosophical form of
teaching that originated in India and
which comprises a number of mental
and physical exercises and practices
such as Hatha, Yama, Pranayama and
Nidra. In all, there are more than 90
forms of yoga, distinguished by name
and application.

Events not to be missed.
Thermal Health Days
Aquajog ging, cycling, workouts,
Pilates, yoga and Zumba are among
the attractions at Leukerbad’s Thermal
Health Days, which also offer a variety
of training, conferences and workshops
throughout the resort.
July 2021 – Leukerbad
leukerbad.ch

Mountain Glow Yoga
Festival
The second edition of the Mountain
Glow Yoga Festival takes place once
again in a breathtaking mountain setting
beside the Great Aletsch Glacier, and
promises an exciting programme with
a wide range of classes.
2–5 September 2021 – Bettmeralp
mountainglow.ch

Aqua Mystica
Enjoy a bewitching thermal spa
experience with light effects, soothing
music and mulled wine. Aqua Mystica is
a highlight of the autumn at Leukerbad’s
main thermal spa.
9 October to 6 November 2021
– Leukerbad
leukerbad.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession
Key info

Susanne
Hugo-Lötscher
27 December 1960
Agarn
Storyteller and PR specialist.
Susanne Hugo-Lötscher founded the
“Clownvisite” association in 2011,
which organises visits by special health
clowns to sick, elderly and disabled
people in Upper Valais – promising
moments of laughter and joy.
Favourite place The Valais mountains, especially
in autumn, with their forests full
of colour, crystal-clear air and
magnificent views.
More info
valais.ch
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Special experiences for visitors.
Big fun for little cyclists

Let your children discover the joys of mountain biking through the Kids Bike League,
created by the Swiss Ski School and the Swiss Bike School. Youngsters from the
age of 3 to 12 have fun learning the skills of mountain biking through a multi-level
training system specially adapted to children, using dedicated facilities in Verbier.

One card, many benefits

Many Valais resorts and holiday regions offer visitors, on payment of the local tourist
tax, a guest card that confers numerous benefits. Depending on the card, this may
provide big discounts, and sometimes even free admission, for a variety of facilities –
including certain public transport routes, cable cars/chairlifts/funiculars, admission
to pools and various leisure activities.

Adventure on a budget

Among the many reasons why families love Valais as a holiday destination is the
wide range of attractions and deals for visitors of all ages. There are activities to suit
every budget, and some are even free. Depending on region and conditions, your
children may be able to take part in workshops, for example, outdoor adventure,
and activity programmes.

Heaven for children

For children, nothing beats burning off energy in an imaginatively designed play
zone. Valais has countless delightful play areas, from adventure parks to classic
playgrounds. See our selection of venues that promise laughter and relaxation for
all the family: Robi’s leisure park, Wolli’s adventure park, the Hexenkessel, (Witches’
cauldron), SEA-Park, Les Ecluses playground, Etang Long playground, Marais Verts
playground, Tignousa Planetpark.

A thrilling family
experience

Pump tracks have become highly popular in Valais: many resorts have created
superb facilities, with ramps up to two metres high and wide, dips, rollers and banked
corners. Tackle them on a mountain bike, roller skates or a kick-scooter, whatever
your age and level, from beginner to pro: fun is guaranteed!

Bike rides for the whole
family

Children love setting off on an adventure and discovering something new. The
perfect way to do this all together is on a mountain bike ride with all the family.
Valais offers many routes for all levels of ability. Whatever your preferred terrain –
from the floor of the Rhône valley up to the alpine pastures – a mountain bike ride
promises an enjoyable excursion and fun memories that the whole family can share.
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Who will find the treasure?
Enjoy a treasure hunt with all the family!
Several family resorts in Valais offer a variety of special routes with fun activities and
intriguing mysteries along the way. Armed
with a treasure map provided by the local
tourist office, you will hunt for clues, solve
puzzles and discover all the secrets of our
“blue gold”: water. An ideal summer activity in which every member plays their part.




Visp

Brig

Sierre
Monthey
Sion

Martigny







Following the water trail
– Nendaz

Feet in the water
– Grächen

On the trail of the
Gogwärgi – Aletsch Arena

The treasure hunt starts at Siviez and
takes you to Tortin, where you enjoy
impressive views of the mighty Cleuson
dam 1 . Continue through the idyllic
“Japanese Garden”, where you will find
various stops with puzzles to solve.
Along the way back, you may be lucky
enough to see marmots, before finishing
your adventure with a walk through the
forest back to Siviez.

Along the trail that climbs through the
village to the first stop at the Chilcheri
Gateway – the access point for the
Chilcheri Suone (historical irrigation
channel) – you pass a variety of attractive chalets in modern as well as traditional style. A circular path through the
forest takes you to the following stops.
After solving the puzzles along the route,
linger by Grächen’s lake to enjoy the
tranquillity and lovely views 3 . And if
your legs are tired, give them a refreshing dip at the “Zum See” Kneipp garden.

The route begins at the tourist office in
Fiesch. Make your first stop by the
Aletsch animal park, and then continue along the Bregeraweg as far as
Fieschertal. To return to Fiesch, follow
the Gogwärgiweg 5 . Along the 5.7-kilometre trail, you will find eight stops with
puzzles, some hand-carved wooden
dwarfs and an entertaining play area.

Along the banks of the Fee
Vispe – Saas-Fee

Solve riddles with Vero
– Blatten-Belalp

“Blue gold” at the foot of the
Matterhorn – Zermatt

The route begins at the tourist office in
Saas-Fee and takes you along the Obere
Dorfstrasse to the village centre. After
the church, the itinerary branches off to
the left and you cross the old village as
far as the river Fee Vispe 2 . You will
pass close to an adventure park, a
Kneipp hydrotherapy facility and a
barbecue picnic area. Finally you return
to the village via the alpine pastures,
where the final puzzle awaits.

With the Matterhorn straight ahead, the
route of this treasure hunt leads through
the resort of Zermatt 4 , passing in front
of the lower station of the Matterhorn
Express gondola. You will walk along a
mountain stream and the banks of the
Mattervispa. Head back to the tourist
office via Ried and the viaduct of the
Gornergratbahn cog railway.

At Blatten-Belalp, the little witch Vero
has hidden some treasure. To find it, you
first have to take the cable car to
Belalp 6 . From there, set off for a walk
with eight stops where you will find
puzzles to solve. Along the way, you may
come across some Valais Blackneck goats
and Herens cows.

More information and other treasure
hunts in Valais: valais.ch
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Did you know?

The Julen family in Zermatt owns
the world’s largest flock of Valais
Blacknose sheep – about 300 animals
in all. Each year they produce 1,200
kilos of wool, which are used to make
warm blankets, among other items.
valais.ch

The Chinderwält (“Children’s World”)
play areas in Visperterminen occupy
five former Valais barns and stables.
The interiors have been converted
into fun and imaginative play zones,
while the exteriors have retained their
original appearance.
valais.ch

Several Valais resorts are home
to delightful mascots that win
children’s hearts in no time: these
include Cheesy in Nendaz, SiSu in
Grächen, Wolli in Zermatt, Loichi in
the Lötschental valley and Gletschi
in the Aletsch Arena.

Events not to be missed.
Ravensburger children’s
festival
This festival in July promises children
an entertaining series of games, puzzles
and challenges that they tackle in small
groups: fun guaranteed!
14 July 2021 – Grächen
graechen.ch

Am Stram Gram
In July 2021, Crans-Montana is once
again hosting the Am Stram Gram
festival: a free family event with fun
activities, shows and workshops.
July to August 2021
– Crans-Montana
valais.ch

SiSu Family Day
The SiSu Family Day at Hannigalp
promises a magical outing, with all kinds
of surprises for the whole family.

Fête aux Étangs d’Arbaz

Shepherd festival

Every year, Anzère Tourisme organises a
big family festivity at the Étangs d’Arbaz
(Arbaz ponds) with stand-up paddling,
face painting, climbing wall, ponies,
building nest boxes, yoga, food and
live music.

Zermatt’s mascot, Wolli the sheep, will
be celebrating his birthday during the
traditional shepherds’ festival up at Furi:
a convivial day for all the family.

14 August 2021 – Anzère
anzere.ch

Hérisson sous gazon
After a gap, this children’s festival –
which means “Hedgehog under the
lawn” in French – is being relaunched in
2021. The programme will be the same
as originally planned for 2020, and all
festival tickets or VIP packages bought
or won for 2020 will be valid for the
2021 edition.

12 September 2021 – Zermatt
valais.ch

Place aux Mômes festival
For its fifth edition, this festival offers
entertainment all along the Bisse de Vex,
one of the region’s historical irrigation
channels. Actors, storytellers, acrobats,
musicians and many others will be
delighting visitors of all ages.
19 September 2021 – Veysonnaz
veysonnaz.ch

28–29 August 2021 – Charrat
valais.ch

8 August 2021 – Grächen
graechen.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession
Key info

Barbara
Wyssen-Leiggener
5 December 1983
Ausserberg
Herens cow breeder.
Upper Valais became interested in
Herens cows in the 1970s and 1980s,
and is now home to about 25% of stock
in Valais.
Favourite place The alpine pastures of Finnen, above
Eggerberg. Time passes at a different
pace here.
More info
valais.ch
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Special experiences for visitors.
Dry-stone walls

In Valais, 3,000 kilometres of dry-stone walls follow the contours of the Rhône
valley. Put on your hiking shoes and set off to discover this ancient tradition, which
has now been recognised by UNESCO as part of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
of humanity.

Beautiful churches
and chapels of Valais

Many carefully preserved sacred buildings make Valais one big open-air museum of
ecclesiastical art and history. The variety of styles is remarkable, from the impressive
concrete church of Hérémence to the strawberry-pink church of Trient. Set off on a
stroll among the vines to discover the chapel of St Anne nestling among the vineyards
of Molignon or the church of St Séverin in the wine region of the Coteaux du Soleil.
Make sure you bring your camera to take pictures of the dramatic chapel of Notre
Dame du Scex, built into the cliffs overlooking St-Maurice, or the photogenic chapel
of Maria zum Schnee in Bettmeralp. See the tomb of the poet Reiner Maria Rilke,
perched on a crag by the church of Raron, before visiting the ossuaries of Leuk and
Naters, which respectively house 24,000 and 30,000 human skulls: goosebumps
guaranteed! Finally, listen to a concert played on the medieval organ at the basilica
of Valère before switching to the baroque sounds of the Musikdorf festival at the
church of St Georg in Ernen.

Valais Blacknose sheep

Originating from the Mattertal valley in
Upper Valais, the Valais Blacknose is a
distinctive and endearing sheep with
twisting horns, a jet-black face and frizzy
fleece. These delightful creatures are
especially numerous in the Zermatt
region, which is home to the country’s
largest herd.
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Top summer photo spots
in Valais

Long popular as a destination for nature lovers, Valais boasts countless spectacular
landscapes that make for superb photographs. Check out the region’s top photo
spots to create some lasting souvenirs of your stay in Valais.

Craft cow bells with the
Valais brand

No Valais alpine pasture would be complete without the typical sound of cowbells
carried by cattle of the Herens breed. Created by a local artisan blacksmith, the
authentic Valais brand cowbells belong to an ancient tradition. Each one is unique:
hung around a cow’s neck, it will chime in harmony with the melodious sounds ringing
across the alpine pastures of Valais.

Mobile apps for
learning dialect

Boundzô! Avoue réstéto? Can’t understand? Thanks to the “Patois Savièse” mobile
app and online tuition at walliserdialekt.ch, you can now learn the basic grammar
and vocabulary of the main Franco-Provençal and Upper Valais dialects. Grab your
smartphone and get started!

Unusual accommodation

How about spending the night in a tepee, a yurt or in the open air, under a star-filled
sky? Various resorts in Valais have used plenty of imagination to devise original
accommodation options that combine comfort and authenticity at the heart of the
Alps. Head up high, enjoy the sunset and savour a delicious fondue by the fire before
heading to bed for a sound night’s sleep filled with sweet dreams.
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Art in the open air.
In Valais, art has come out of the museums
to make its mark on public spaces. Street
art, graffiti, sculptures and mosaics adorn
walls, roundabouts and even chairlift stations more than 2,000 metres above sea
level. Visitors can look forward to a thrilling cultural experience that takes in urban
exploration, industrial architecture, street
art and spectacular alpine landscapes.





Sierre

Visp

Brig

Monthey
Sion




Martigny



1. Art on roundabouts

3. Twingi Land Art

5. Sculpture path

Sculptures and other monumental works
decorate 17 roundabouts on main roads
in the town of Martigny 1 : ideal to
explore either on foot or by car. This initiative by the Valais patron of the arts
Léonard Gianadda aims to showcase
contemporary art and make it accessible to the widest audience possible.

The historical road through the
Twingischlucht gorges in the Binntal
nature park makes a dramatic setting for
Twingi Land Art 3 .This open-air art
exhibition presents the work of local and
international artists who specialise in land
art, a movement that makes use of
materials provided by nature to create
imaginative outdoor works and art
installations.

Experience the fairy-tale charm of the
forests of Nendaz 5 as you discover
local wildlife in the form of wooden
sculptures, carved on trees along the
“Promenade des Crêtes”. A chamois,
squirrel, brown bear, stag and fox are
among animals that will delight nature
lovers of all ages: an enchanting way to
get to know local fauna.

2. Street art, Valais-style

4. Art walk at the
Mauvoisin dam

Armed with their spray paint, talented
graffiti artists from Valais and abroad
add a creative touch to underpasses and
buildings in Sion and Crans-Montana 2 .
Take a stroll through these open-air
museums and discover the boundless
imagination of these wall paintings
scattered between town and ski piste.

Located at the heart of Mauvoisin 4 ,
the sweeping steel curves of a work of
art by Michael Heizer form a thrilling
contrast to the wild and majestic alpine
scenery of the Val de Bagnes. This is the
first of a series of land art projects, to
be followed by other works that will form
the focus of an open-air art itinerary
through Valais.

6. Invaders of spaces

Where video games meet graffiti and
street art: small coloured mosaics have
appeared at a variety of locations in the
resort of Anzère 6 . Download the Flash
Invaders app on your mobile phone and
scan the mosaics to collect as many
points as you can. Join the hunt, keep
your eyes peeled and have fun!

See our selection of open-air art
at: valais.ch
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Did you know?

Valais is home to 155 brass bands and
brass/percussion ensembles.

For just CHF 100, children and young
adults up to the age of 25 can buy
the “AG culturel”. This pass gives
them free access to more than 1,000
exhibitions, theatre performances
and concerts in 5 cantons, including
Valais.
agculturel.ch

The city of Sion has placed more
than 3,000 square metres of walls –
in underpasses and on other urban
structures – at the disposal of local
graffiti artists, in order to add a splash
of colour to the capital of Valais.

The Villa Ruffieux in Sierre has been
an artists’ residence since 2011.
chateaumercier-residence.ch

The cantonal museums of Valais offer
free admission on the first Sunday of
every month, with a guided visit at
2.30 pm.
valais.ch
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Events not to be missed.
PALP Festival

Zermatt Unplugged

Enjoy intimate concerts in unusual
locations… Tap your foot to rock or
electro beats, with a plate of Raclette
in your hand; take to the dancefloor with
headphones over your ears or a mask
over your eyes; or experience music in
all kinds of other original ways at the
inventive PALP Festival.

Relax to acoustic music close-up in an
authentic setting: Zermatt Unplugged
is now offering a summer edition at the
foot of the Matterhorn.

May to September 2021
– various locations
valais.ch

Verbier Festival

International literature
festival in Leukerbad
Leukerbad’s international literature
festival is celebrating its 25th anniversary
with a range of treats including literary
meals, itinerant readings and musical
interludes, all in a particularly inspiring
alpine setting.
25–27 June 2021 – Leukerbad
valais.ch

15–18 and 22-25 July 2021
– Zermatt
valais.ch

Every year, the Verbier Festival unites
international stars from the classical
music scene with up-and-coming young
talent. The event also features a series
of workshops, free concerts and street
performances.
16 July to 1 August 2021 – Verbier
valais.ch

St-Pierre-de-Clages book
festival
In 2021, the book festival in St-Pierrede-Clages is paying homage to the
detective novel. Highlights include a
special exhibition devoted to Agatha
Christie, “Queen of crime”, and an openair Murder Party.
27–29 August 2021
– St-Pierre-de-Clages
valais.ch

Open Air Gampel
Open Air Gampel is one of Switzerland’s
biggest music festivals. The varied
programme and the magnificent
backdrop of surrounding mountains
draw tens of thousands of music fans
to Valais every year.
2–5 September 2021 – Gampel
valais.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession

Jérôme
Jacquod
30 November 1968
Bramois/Sion
Hydrogeologist and geologist,
Director of Norbert SA.
Favourite place The Val d’Hérémence and in particular
the Grande Dixence dam in autumn.
This the world’s tallest gravity dam,
located high up in the Val des Dix.
More info
valais.ch
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The Valais of tomorrow.
Hydrell – Wastewater
as an energy source

The first company to set up in the BlueArk Entremont innovation centre in Le Châble
is Hydrell, which aims to exploit the energy potential of waste water. The technology
uses active microbes as biocatalysts to produce biomethane from the waste water.
The treatment of this water requires no additional energy, and so is carbon-neutral.

Natron Energy –
Eco-friendlier batteries

Natron Energy is developing new, eco-friendlier batteries using electrodes made
from Prussian Blue. The Californian start-up will set up its technological production
and assembly site in Sion during 2021. The company is already working closely with
Lonza, and will soon collaborate with EPFL to optimise its technology and with
HES-SO Valais-Wallis to develop its industrial processes.

UHCS – Houses made
of PET

Co-founded by the artist Igor Ustinov, UHCS makes use of plastic waste by converting
recycled PET into construction materials. The UHCS system consists of modular
cubic structures that allow construction of houses up to two stories tall. A first home
of this type is due to be built in Valais in 2021.

ObeeOne – A chatbot
for health

Lose weight or stop smoking with the help of artificial intelligence: ObeeOne and
its conversational chatbots support participants in public health programmes.
This AI solution uses personalised advice to help smokers, for example, quit their
addiction. The tool is also integrated in the programme used in French-speaking
Switzerland for people joining a group to lose weight together. Motivation is a key
factor – and this tool really helps!
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Wildhorn Sàrl

Based in Sierre, Wildhorn Sàrl is a cosmetics company that has recently launched a
facial oil consisting of 99.9% Swiss natural ingredients. These include apricot stones,
cherry stones and cold-pressed grapeseed, combined with Swiss plant extracts to
produce an oil that moisturises, nourishes, protects and repairs the skin: the best
of Valais nature and expertise in a flask.

Steiger and Nexera masks

Two Valais companies have made valuable contributions in the fight against
Covid-19. Steiger, located in Vionnaz, manufactures industrial knitting machines
used in the fashion industry, and has modified its equipment in order to produce
masks made of fabric. At Nexera, in Monthey, machines used in the watch and
automobile industries and in medical technology have been used to produce
biodegradable masks.

Cave du Rhodan/Marienfeld – From wine barrel to
spectacle frame

It all began with a conversation over a
glass of wine: the shared idea of Marcus
Marienfeld, a spectacle-maker from Brig,
and Olivier Mounir, from the winery Cave
du Rhodan, was to use wood from old
wine barrels to make spectacle frames.
The oak timbers recovered from these
barrels make original and unique pairs of
glasses – each with a story to tell.

Did you know?

Four Valais start-ups scooped awards
at the latest “Top 100 Swiss Startup
Award” ceremony, placing Valais 4th
among Swiss cantons for the number
of winning start-ups.

Small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) are at the heart of the Valais
economy: three-quarters of all jobs
in Valais are in companies with fewer
than 250 employees (which make up
99.8% of the canton’s companies).

More than 600 SMEs, higher
education establishments and
research institutes are active in
industry, technology and specialised
technical fields in Valais. See the
interactive map of these organisations
at theark.ch
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Selection of employers
for a career in Valais.
In Valais, holidaymakers and locals alike appreciate the proximity of nature and leisure
attractions, the tranquillity and the easy-going lifestyle. The Rhône valley is home to many
companies and start-ups that offer their staff a working space suited to their needs and
a quality of life superior to that in major urban centres. Discover some of the employers
in Valais who offer particularly attractive career prospects.

Health

Innovation, research and
development

Valais boasts a long industrial tradition
in the sector, and is home to five
production sites operated by the largest
Swiss pharmaceutical groups.
These include Lonza, a leading
international company in the chemical
and pharmaceutical industries; based in
Visp, it is one of the largest employers in
Valais, with 3,400 employees.

Tourism and transport

© Gornergrat Bahn

Hotels, restaurants, welcome services,
leisure activities, ski lifts, cable cars and
transport: tourism accounts for about
18% of jobs in Valais.
BVZ Holding is one of the companies
that play a central role in the image of
the canton as a holiday destination.
Its tourist trains – the Matterhorn
Gotthard Bahn, the Gornergrat Bahn
and the Glacier Express – operate on
spectacular lines through magnificent
Valais landscapes.

electrically propelled aircraft that flies
without any CO2 emissions whatsoever.
Aqua 4D has perfected a revolutionary
technique that uses electromagnetic
signals to solve salinity problems in
agricultural land.

Mechanical and precision
industries
© Idiap Research Institute, Céline Ribordy

Valais has evolved into a dynamic
innovation and technology hub,
generating numerous ground-breaking
projects thanks to its various research
institutes, centres of higher education
and innovation park.
The Idiap institute specialises in research
and development in the fields of humanmachine interaction and the processing
of multimedia information. About
a hundred scientists, PhD students
and postdoctoral researchers work in
projects covering audio processing,
video, machine learning and artificial
intelligence.

Start-ups

Valais boasts a rich and varied ecosystem of start-ups that are developing
innovative projects. Employees enjoy
the chance to collaborate on pioneering
schemes in a variety of stimulating fields.
RedElec, for example, has developed a
solution for producing an eco-friendlier
dye for the denim industry. To make
aviation cleaner, H55 has designed an

Quality and precision are two Swiss
values that find perfect expression in
Valais mechanical workshops.
In St. Niklaus, Scintilla AG manufactures
accessories for electrical tools used
by DIY enthusiasts, crafts people and
mechanics worldwide. 2,800 employees
work for the group in Valais, including
680 in St. Niklaus.

See our complete selection at:
valais.ch
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First name
Surname
Date of birth
From
Profession

Alban
Albrecht
23 July 1965
Mörel
Sports journalist, mayor of the municipality of Mörel-Filet and president
of the “Cheschtene-Zunft” guild.
Key info
The municipality of Mörel-Filet has
undertaken many projects to preserve
and increase the diversity of species
in its region, such as the restoration
of the Salzgäb chestnut grove. Thanks
to its efforts, the municipality won the
World Heritage Crystal prize in 2016.
Favourite place The Salzgäb chestnut grove and the
Great Aletsch Glacier, just a few
kilometres apart, show the region’s
fascinating diversity.
More info
valais.ch
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Special experiences for visitors.
Top tips for autumn

The glorious colours of the forests in autumn provide a mesmerising backdrop
for all kinds of open-air activities – not least hiking, cycling and mountain biking.
This is also the moment to savour the season’s finest flavours, from local wines to
a “Brisolée” of chestnuts roasted over a wood fire and served with alpine cheeses,
cured meat and fruit. Make the most of this enchanting season with our selection
of top autumn activities.

Autumn walks

In Valais, the mild temperatures and abundant sunshine in autumn provide ideal
conditions for enjoying the beautiful colours of nature. Set off on one of our 10
specially selected hikes to admire the magnificent spectacle of the golden vineyards
and larch forests, which form a bewitching contrast with the silvery rock formations
and the mountain peaks already crowned in white.

Mountain biking in autumn

Autumn is the ideal season for mountain biking! The temperatures are mild, the
cable cars are still in operation and nature’s show of colours provides a spectacular
backdrop: the Valais autumn offers perfect conditions for riding the marked trails
and tackling the thrilling downhill runs in the bikeparks.

Guided mushroompicking outings

Autumn walks promise one of the season’s great treats: mushroom picking! It is
important, however, to know the best spots for finding mushrooms – and which
ones are edible. Several resorts and holiday regions offer walks accompanied by
an expert who will explain all you need to know about mushroom-picking and will
also be able to check your harvest. Reach for your mushroom basket and head for
the Région Dents du Midi, Veysonnaz, Chamoson, La Tzoumaz or Fully.

Did you know?

Saffron is commonly called “red
gold”: the precious spice costs about
CHF 15,000.- a kilo.

Members of the public can gather
sweet chestnuts free of charge during
October at the chestnut grove in
Fully and the Salzgäb grove in Mörel
– providing the chestnuts are already
lying on the ground.

Valais even boasts a chestnut beer,
brewed by the Martigny brewer
WhiteFrontier.
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Autumn menus to showcase
the season’s finest flavours.
As the days shorten, the sunny autumn in Valais invites visitors to make the most of this
colourful season and its delicacies. We have concocted a pair of three-course menus to
showcase some of the finest local produce, from pears and chestnuts to game, with dishes
guaranteed to delight all tastes. Find the full recipes at valais.ch.

Menu 1
Starter: Williams pear
wrapped in Valais IGP
cured bacon

In this recipe, the sweet softness of the
Williams pear forms a delightful contrast
with the crisp saltiness of the cured
bacon. Local goat’s cheese provides a
creamy touch, while roasted hazelnut
pieces add bite.

Main course: Rack of
venison with wild berries

A fine game dish in which the subtle
flavour of venison finds perfect match
in a sauce with the tart aromas of wild
berries. Enjoy with a Valais Syrah wine.

Dessert: Chestnut
chocolate pavé

Main course: Brisolée

The flavours of chestnut blend
beautifully with the sweetness of vanilla
and the richness of chocolate in this
delicate and comforting dessert.

Menu 2
Starter: Butternut squash
cappuccino flavoured with
alpine herbs

For this starter, smooth and delicate
butternut squash prepared with shallots
finds a perfect match in Chantilly cream
flavoured with “Armoise du Valais”
liqueur.

This typical Valais dish focuses on hot
roasted chestnuts, served with a platter
of the finest local produce: cheeses
from the alpine pastures, cured meat,
rye bread and fruit. Best enjoyed with
a fresh grape juice or a glass of white
Johannisberg.

Dessert: Poached pear
with saffron yoghurt

This dessert harmoniously balances
sweet and tart flavours: the pears
are poached in cider, lemon juice and
saffron, creating an interesting contrast
of flavours, enhanced by the creamy
blend of reduced syrup and yogurt
served in accompaniment.
See our other delicious recipes at:
valais.ch
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Autumn

Events not to be missed.
Au Cœur des Vendanges

Shepherd festival

Discover the work that goes into making
a bottle of wine, from wielding the
secateurs in the vineyards to the process
of vinification. Various wineries open
their doors to visitors for this event,
dubbed “At the heart of the harvest”:
a fascinating chance to experience
the grape harvest and the world of
winemaking first-hand.

Zermatt’s mascot, Wolli the sheep, will
be celebrating his birthday during the
traditional shepherds’ festival up at Furi:
a convivial day for all the family.

September 2021 – various locations
valais.ch

The “Week of flavour” promises dozens
of food and wine events throughout
Valais. Meet the people who craft the
flavours of Valais with passion, and enjoy
a wide range of experiences to delight
foodies of all tastes.

Tohu Bohu festival
This weekend festival offers music
fans the chance to hear internationally
renowned artists and also discover local
talent in an intimate and welcoming
setting.

12 September 2021 – Zermatt
valais.ch

Semaine du Goût

16–26 September 2021
– various locations
gout.ch

Cow fights at the
Foire du Valais
The Roman amphitheatre of Octodure
welcomes about 200 cows of the Herens
breed, who naturally lock horns to
establish a hierarchy within the herd.
The “Combat of the Queens” promises
a day full of excitement!
3 October 2021 – Martigny
valais.ch

Marathon des Saveurs
The “Marathon of Flavours” is a convivial sporting event on foot through the
vineyards of Valais that combines gastronomy, pleasure and exercise. Various
gourmet stops along the 23-kilometre
route offer the opportunity to taste typical Valais wines and delicacies.

2–4 September 2021 – Veyras
valais.ch

Bagnes Capitale de
la raclette

16 October 2021 – Sion to Salgesch
valais.ch

Vinea

Raclette cheese – traditionally served
melted with boiled potatoes, cornichons
and silverskin onions – is the star of
this gastronomic weekend based in Le
Châble in the Val de Bagnes. Visitors
can enjoy other local specialities, too,
in a convivial atmosphere.

Chestnut festival

The Vinea wine fair draws countless
enthusiasts to Sierre during the first
weekend in September. The event
includes many tastings of different
Swiss wines, conferences, workshops
and cultural visits.
3–4 September 2021 – Sierre
valais.ch

25–26 September 2021 – Le Châble
valais.ch

Marche des Cépages

Foire du Valais

The “Walk of the grape varieties” leads
along the vineyard trail between Sierre
and Salgesch. At numerous stops along
way, winemakers offer tastings of their
best wines along with local delicacies.

The “Valais Fair” is a key event of the
autumn that transforms the town of
Martigny for 10 days. Countless exhibitors, special guests and an original
programme with a variety of activities
and entertainment make for an incomparable atmosphere.

11 September 2021
– Sierre to Salgesch
valais.ch

This key autumn event celebrates
the sweet chestnut alongside other
local produce. Highlight of the festive
weekend is the chance to taste a
traditional “Brisolée”: roasted chestnuts
served with cured meat, cheeses and
autumn fruit.
16–17 October 2021 – Fully
valais.ch

1–10 October 2021 – Martigny
valais.ch
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What's new

Cycling
Nova Eroica Switzerland

This year, Valais is hosting Nova Eroica Switzerland races for enthusiasts who enjoy
cycling along gravel roads. Participants can choose between riding with vintage
bikes, accessories and clothing (Eroica) or with modern equipment (Nova Eroica).

Ride the alps - Climb
the Giants – Moosalp,
Sanetsch, Croix de Cœur

On June 6th, 11th and 19th 2021, the Moosalp, Sanetsch and Croix de Cœur
passes will be closed to traffic and reserved exclusively for cyclists. About 1,000
participants are expected to cycle on each of these days.

Prologue of the Vins
du Valais event – various
locations

Train for the Cyclosportive des Vins du Valais by means of three timed climbs that
will take you on a journey of discovery of sport, wine and local produce. On May
1st, June 1st and July 1st 2021, discover the Valais in a different way on two wheels
while enjoying a day of sport and gastronomy.

Mountain biking
Creation of a “pump park”
in Martigny

The municipality of Martigny-Combe has created a new leisure zone that is ideal for
honing skills on a skateboard, kick-scooter, roller skates, BMX or mountain bike. This
is the first “pump park” in French-speaking Switzerland: an innovative combination
of skate park and pump track, designed by the specialist company Velosolutions.
The multi-sports zone also includes a table-tennis table and a social area.

UCI Mountain Bike World
Championships 2025

Valais will be the host region for the Mountain Bike World Championships in 2025.
Eight Valais resorts and holiday regions will welcome the different competitions:
Crans-Montana for the Cross-Country, Région Dents du Midi for the Downhill,
Grächen for the E-Mountain Bike, Leukerbad for the Enduro, Verbier with the Val
d’Anniviers for the Marathon, Monthey for the Pump Track and Zermatt for the Short
Track. Sion will stage the opening ceremony. Grouping all seven disciplines in a single
region represents a first in the history of the Mountain Bike World Championships.

New mountain bike trail
– Grächen

The new Hannig Loop is a physically demanding route at the foot of the Wannehorn
which offers mountain bikers an altitude difference of no less than 500 metres,
making it a perfect trail for e-bikes. The trail starts from the Hannigalp resort and
offers a view of several four-thousand-metre peaks, including the Matterhorn.

Skill Park – Crans-Montana

Crans-Montana has developed a new Skill Park in the Moubra region which is
scheduled to open in spring 2021. Mountain bikers and downhill fans will get their
money’s worth as they take on the various obstacles scattered throughout the forest.

Pumptrack Collons 1800
– Les Collons

The pumptrack’s banked turns and bumps create a circuit 20 metres long. Children,
adults, beginners, and professionals can all have fun here, whether it is with a
skateboard, a bike, a scooter, or roller blades. The educational Magic Forest trail
next to the pumptrack will thrill little ones as they search for the many elves hidden
along the trail.
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What's new

E-bike ride through
historical districts – Sierre

Bourg, Tservetta, Muraz, Villa, Glarey and Géronde reflect the unique components
of the city of Sierre, which has so many stories to tell. Discover them without too
much effort by riding an e-bike and visit these districts while stopping in some typical
places for tasty breaks.

Hiking
Reopening of the Bisses
Trail – Saas-Fee

The new circular trail runs along the newly renovated "Unnerwasser" in the Hannig
region and the Biffig Bisse to Grundbiel. The magnificent view of the Mischabel
massif and the glacier village is breathtaking. Various games along with Kneipp and
relaxation facilities provide an oasis of recreation for children and adults.

Wellness garden
– Saas-Almagell

Walk on various surfaces, such as spikes and corks, Himalayan salt and rosemary.
Kneipp pools with cold and warm water offer you a breathtaking view of the
surrounding mountains. The first wellness garden offers all of this on 300 square
metres at the Pirmin Zurbriggen Hotel in Saas-Almagell.

Red Bull X-Alps
– Aletsch Arena

On 20 June 2021, the Red Bull X-Alps will kick off in Salzburg. The world's toughest
adventure race will stop in Fiesch before continuing to Mont Blanc and back to
Austria. 33 world-class athletes from 17 different nations will compete across the
Alps, over 1,200 kilometres of Alpine terrain, exclusively on foot and by paraglider.

Peak challenge
– various locations

From March 8th to September 8th 2021, all-women rope teams are encouraged
to climb Switzerland’s four-thousand-metre peaks. Of the 48 giants on national
territory, 45 are in the Valais.

New footbridge between
Troistorrents and Chenarlier

A 185-metre long, 75-metre high footbridge will link the two sides of the Vièze. It will
be the fourth largest footbridge in the Valais, after Randa, Niouc and Corbassière,
and will make it possible to secure the drinking water supply to Chenarlier as well
as offering a nice place to stroll. Also open to pedestrians, the suspension bridge
will provide a new soft mobility route on the area’s/canton’s territory.

Other sports
Construction of a
via ferrata at Niouc

Niouc is well-known among adrenalin junkies for its suspension footbridge across
a deep ravine. Passing 190 metres above the river below, the footbridge is one
of the highest in Europe, and is equipped with a bungy-jump and giant swing that
promise spine-tingling excitement. In summer 2021, a via ferrata will also open
here, complementing the existing attractions at Niouc as well as the growing range
of spectacular fixed-cable climbs in Valais.

New surfing pool
at Alaïa Bay

From April 2021, it will be possible to surf ocean-style in the heart of the Alps. Alaïa
Bay offers a surfing pool of 8,500 sq. m, with 100 metres of waves. The venue is
open year-round and allows surfing in the evening as well as by day; it also features
a surfing school for all levels and a shop.
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Alaïa Wakesurf

Action sports group Alaïa Wakesurf is opening a third Valais spot in Le Bouveret,
where it operates a wakesurfing base at the Barge du Léman site, a former Expo
02 arteplage. Two boats are on hand to take fans onto the lake for wakesurfing
sessions, a sport in which the surfer takes advantage of the wave produced by the
boat, without being attached to the latter.

Relaxations, Spas and Wellbeing
Yoga Break in the Mountains – Veysonnaz

The offer is aimed at all levels. It includes daily yoga sessions in the morning, a
meditation to the sound of Tibetan bowls in the evening, a guided walk along the
Vex bisse as well as a workshop to discover the region and the surrounding nature
with its exceptional panoramic views.

Flavours of Valais
Wildhorn cider made
with local fruit

A new cider plant has just opened in Chermignon with the help of a crowdfunding
campaign. The new company takes pride in its eco-friendly production methods,
making cider with apples, pears and quinces that are grown locally by organic
methods but which are misshapen, undersized or oversized.

Eat according to the
seasons with our fruit
and vegetable calendar

More than 50 varieties of fruit and vegetables flourish along the fertile floor of the
Rhône valley. See which are the best to serve each month to make the most of their
nutritional benefits and enjoy them at their finest.

Orsières dairy
– new visitor venue

From now, if you fancy a Raclette at six o’clock in the morning, you know where to
go: the new dairy in Orsières! “La Laiterie d’Orsières” is specially designed as an
agritourism venue with interactive visits, a wine bar and a shop selling the finest
local delicacies from Valais.

Sion Wine Bus – a shuttle
bus for visiting wineries

Sion’s new Wine Bus runs continuously between a selection of wineries and wine
cellars from 11 am to 6 pm. Step aboard, stop off at any of the wineries, and climb
back aboard later on to ride to the next venue among the vineyards or in Sion’s Old
Town. The perfect way to make the most of your wine-tasting outing – with total
peace of mind!

Families
Seepark Unterbäch

In summer 2021, an attractive new leisure area incorporating a small lake (1,000 sq. m)
fed by the Unterbächneri – one of the region’s historical “Suonen”, or irrigation
channels – will open to the north of the village of Unterbäch. A circular path accessible
to pushchairs and wheelchairs will lead around the lake, which visitors can swim in.
The “Lake Park” also includes a playground and a small “campsite” with room for
five camper vans and six cars.
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Extending the familyfriendly walking trail
– Bellwald

The Hasenliebe fairy-tale trail will be extended in the coming weeks and months.
From summer 2021, you will be able to comfortably walk from Bellwald to the
Bellwald-Fürgangen suspension bridge as you discover a number of new stations
along the trail.

Games stations
– Grächen

Along the Ravensburger games path, families can explore seven new games stations
and six small wooden chalets from summer 2021. Armed with your rucksack, you
can tackle routes of varying difficulty and combine your hike with some gaming fun.

Play area – Chandolin

This new playground on the edge of the forest is located right in the heart of nature
and offers a fantastic vantage point. The small play area is ideal for children, with
swings, two short adventure trails and a slide.

High-altitude creativity
– Saas-Fee

At 3,000 metres above sea level, young and old alike can create their own personal
monument in the new Felskinn area in Saas-Fee and build their own cairn. Creativity
knows no limits.

Accommodation
Glamping in the
Lötschental

Glamping (short for “glamorous camping”) is now on offer in the idyllic Lötschental
valley at the “Dani’s Lamm” sheep farm. Accommodation is in WiesenBett “lodge
tents”, surrounded by pristine nature with a magnificent mountain backdrop: pure
relaxation is guaranteed!

Hotel Silence Edelweiss
becomes a legend
– Lötschental

Inspired by their love of the region and their passion for giving guests deeper insights
into the authentic Lötschental, notably through traditions and stories, hotelkeepers
Charlotte and Lukas Kalbermatten have decided to reposition their business as
Hotel Edelweiss - the sagenhafte (fabled, legendary, enchanting) hotel.

Culture
Unplugged in summer
– Zermatt

The famous Zermatt Unplugged festival, which usually takes place in April at the
foot of the Matterhorn, will be held this year on two weekends in July.

Women in Zermatt
– past and present

British mountaineer Lucy Walker was the first woman to climb the Matterhorn in
1871. The summer of 2021 will mark the 150th anniversary of this first ascent. The
Matterhorn Museum Zermatlantis is therefore organising an exhibition on this theme
under the motto "New perspectives. Women in Zermatt - yesterday and today".
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In the footsteps of our
ancestors – Bettmeralp

The Bettmeralp Alpine Museum will open its doors in the summer to show what
life was like in the past between villages and alpine pastures. Under the guidance
of mountain guide Bernhard Stucky, participants will learn many interesting facts
and anecdotes from the past.

Patois-Land - Au pays des
mots retrouvés exhibition
- Martigny

The exhibition presents the history of the patois and its preservation. From March
5th to September 25th 2021, visitors will be able to discover the Franco-Provençal
language through sound extracts from emblematic archives in the collections of the
Valais-Martigny media library. All this will be presented in a playful and experimental
scenography inspired by the world of amusement parks and fairs.

The Palp Festival wins
an award

For its third edition, the "Prix Culture et Economie Valais" is honouring the Palp
Festival, an event that contributes to the development of culture and economy. In
the space of ten years, it has been able to expand throughout the Valais to bring
people together around an innovative vision, with the local and the terroir at the
centre of its philosophy. In 2020, the Festival welcomed 14,000 spectators on some
30 dates and is already planning an astonishing programme for 2021.

Hiking Sounds Festival
– Moosalp

On July 17th and 18th 2021, the Moosalp region will be hosting the Hiking Sounds
Festival for the first time, an event that combines hiking, nature and music. Over
two days, around 1,500 people will enjoy a hike – at the heart of which a small
unplugged stage with a regional artist awaits them. On the main stage, a local artist
will play several concerts.

Innovation
The Energypolis Campus
continues to grow

Energypolis is already home to the School of Engineering of HES-SO Valais-Wallis
and the foundation The Ark; in 2021, work begins on the new health campus. This
will host the educational and research facilities of the School of Health Sciences,
the Social Pedagogy and Community Development departments of the School of
Social Work and the research laboratories of EPFL Valais Wallis.

A new innovation centre for
hotelkeeping and tourism in
Crans-Montana

The Innovation Hub established by Les Roches Crans-Montana is a research centre
and incubator designed to bring together professionals, students and start-ups
to “reinvent the customer experience” in the worlds of hospitality, hotels and
restaurants, tourism and travel, luxury goods, services and e-commerce. The venue
aims to propose innovative, cutting-edge solutions for the different sectors with
the help of a development and test centre for products and services, a digital
production studio, coaching for start-ups, and technological expertise in areas
such as artificial intelligence (AI), the internet of things (IoT), blockchain, robotics
and virtual/augmented reality.
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Renovating the Triftalp
cheese dairy – Saas-Grund

The cheesemakers of the Triftalp dairy above Saas-Grund have produced alpine
cheese during the summer months for many years now. The cheese dairy is currently
undergoing a renovation that will nonetheless preserve its authentic charm. The
cheese will also still be produced on an open fire, just as it was in the past.

Multimedia experience
– Zermatt

In the former “Hohtälli” cable car station on the Gornergrat, a Matterhorn multimedia
experience and a fantastic panorama of 29 four-thousand-metre peaks await you.
From summer 2021, the first guests will be able to immerse themselves in every
dimension of this exhibition centred around nature.

Other activities
The allure of glaciers
– Saas-Grund

From summer 2021, you can enjoy the view of 18 four-thousand-metre peaks from
the Trift glacier, just a few minutes’ walk from the gondola summit station at Hohsaas
at an altitude of 3,200 meters. Not only can you admire the glacier, you’ll even be
able to touch it!

GuidiGO digital tour
– Saint-Maurice

The GuidiGO app allows you to explore Saint-Maurice in a unique way. Learn
about its history and listen to various tales as you observe every detail and take on
challenges to earn as many points as possible to win a mystery prize.

On the trail of the Hérens
cow – Nendaz

On the Tortin mountain pasture at the heart of the 4 Vallées, our mascot Cheesy
will lead you along a trail to discover educational and fun stations where you can
learn all about the Herens cattle of Valais, for example why they wear bells and what
the Battle of the Queens is. And why not have a go at milking?

An app for an adventurous
walk – Hérémence

Following on from Patricia’s Walks, a new app is giving you the opportunity to take
an interactive stroll through the village of Hérémence. Experience a digital guided
tour with information about various sites in the region as well as its hidden secrets.

New recreational area
– La Tzoumaz

The “Espace Nature” in La Tzoumaz promises an authentic excursion in the mountains,
now focusing on three main themes along with many other additional activities. Connect
with nature to enjoy a very special experience!

100% Women Offers
– various locations

Are you inspired by Girl Power and looking to discover Switzerland in the company
of other women? More than 200 offers and events await you in a 100% female
environment - created by women for women and therefore always guided by a woman.

Chestnut grove project in
the Chablais
- Collombey-Muraz

On the heights of Muraz, some 40 young chestnut trees were planted at the end of
2020. At Les Plannes, a 5,000 square metre plot has been reserved and another
of the same size is also planned. The first fruits will be ready to harvest in about ten
years. A kind of trench dug out and lined with leaves, branches and stones – called a
pillionnière and used to store the kernels (pillons) and allow them to ferment before
being opened – was discovered on the plot and will also be restored.
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Key events.

Subject to
changes because of
COVID-19

March–April
22 March to 20 June 2021

Fugue Chablaisienne – Chablais

April to October 2021

Taste of Zermatt – Zermatt

27 April to 2 May 2021

Tour de Romandie 2021 – various locations

May
May to September 2021
13–15 May 2021

PALP Festival – various locations
Caves ouvertes – various locations

June
6 June 2021
6–13 June 2021
11–13 June 2021

Climb the Giants – Moosalp
Tour de Suisse – various locations
Haute-Route Crans-Montana – Crans-Montana

11 June 2021

Climb the Giants – Sanetsch

19 June 2021

Climb the Giants – Croix de Coeur

20 June 2021

Raid Evolénard – Evolène

25–27 June 2021

Pass’Portes du Soleil MTB – Portes du Soleil

25–27 June 2021

International literature festival – Leukerbad

26–27 June 2021

Nuit Suisse de la Randonnée – various locations

July
July to August 2021

Am Stram Gram – Crans-Montana

2 July to 12 September 2021

Festival Musikdorf Ernen – Ernen

July 2021
3 July 2021
3–4 July 2021
14 July 2021
15–18 and 22–25 July 2021
16 July to 1 August 2021
25 July 2021

Health days – Leukerbad
Gornergrat Zermatt Marathon – Zermatt
Trail Verbier St-Bernard – Verbier
Ravensburger children’s festival – Grächen
Zermatt Unplugged – Zermatt
Verbier Festival – Verbier
Täschalplauf – Täsch

August
August to October 2021

Tavolata – various locations

1 August 2021

Cyclosportive des Vins du Valais – Sion

1 August 2021

Swiss National Day brunch – various locations

7 August 2021

Sierre–Zinal (trail running race) – Sierre/Val d’Anniviers

7 August 2021

Tour des Stations – Le Châble

8 August 2021

Summer cow fight – Zermatt

8 August 2021

SiSu Family Day – Grächen

12–15 August 2021

Verbier E-Bike Festival – Verbier

12–22 August 2021

Jumping International de Verbier (showjumping) – Verbier

14 August 2021

Fête aux Étangs d’Arbaz – Anzère
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Subject to
changes because of
COVID-19

20–21 August 2021

Grand Raid BCVs – various locations

20–21 August 2021

Matterhorn Ultraks – Zermatt

26–29 August 2021

Omega European Masters – Crans-Montana

26 August 2021

Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc® - OCC – Orsières

27 August 2021

Chasing Cancellara – Zermatt

27–29 August 2021
28 August 2021
28–29 August 2021
29 August to 5 September 2021

Book festival – St-Pierre-de-Clages
Nendaz Trail – Nendaz
Hérisson sous gazon – Charrat
SwissPeaks Trail – various locations

September
September 2021

Bike & Brunch – Sierre/Muraz

September 2021

Au Cœur des Vendanges – various locations

2–4 September 2021

Tohu Bohu festival – Veyras

2–5 September 2021

Mountain Glow Yoga Festival – Bettmeralp

2–5 September 2021

Open Air Gampel – Gampel

3–4 September 2021

Vinea – Sierre

4 September 2021

Trail du Besso – Val d'Anniviers

9 and 11 September 2021

EWS and EWS-E – Crans-Montana

10–11 September 2021

Bike & Sound Festival – Champéry

11 September 2021

Marche des Cépages – Sierre to Salgesch

12 September 2021

Climb the Giants – Nufenen

12 September 2021

Shepherd festival – Zermatt

16–25 September 2021

Local Speciality Day – various locations

16–26 September 2021

Semaine du Goût – various locations

17–18 September 2021

Clean-Up-Day – various locations

18–19 September 2021

Spartan Race – Verbier

19 September 2021

Place aux Mômes festival – Veysonnaz

25 September 2021

Trail des Patrouilleurs – Crans-Montana

25–26 September 2021

Bagnes Capitale de la raclette – Le Châble

25–26 september 2021

Gravel Epic Switzerland – Champex-Lac

25–26 September 2021

Nova Eroica Switzerland – Sion

October
October 2021
1–3 October 2021
1–10 October 2021

Jeizibärg mountain race – Gampel
iXS Downhill Cup – Bellwald
Foire du Valais – Martigny

3 October 2021

Cow fights at the Foire du Valais – Martigny

9 October 2021

Aqua Mystica – Leukerbad

9–10 October 2021

Enduro Race – Lötschental

16 October 2021
16–17 October 2021

Marathon des Saveurs – Sion to Salgesch
Chestnut festival – Fully
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How to get to Valais.
Travel in comfort

Whether you opt to travel by public transport, car or plane, you
will find that Valais benefits from a superb transport network
and excellent connections.
We wish you a good journey to Valais!

Getting around

Travel the easy way around Valais: trains, buses and cable cars
will take you to the most beautiful destinations via the most
spectacular routes. There is no better way to discover the top
spots in Valais!

Germany

Basel
Zurich
Austria

Bern

Lausanne

Geneva

Sion

France
Italy

Picture library.
Visit our digital photo library, where you will find top-quality
pictures relating to tourism, agriculture, industry and culture,
which you may use free of charge. The images are accessible to
all, but must be used exclusively to illustrate activities linked
to the promotion of the image of Valais.
To the intersectoral picture library
Do not hesitate to contact us if you would like to obtain
additional pictures.
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